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Summary

This work is part of a coordinated project aimed at the development of a more

sustainable protection of Swiss wheat against fungal infection. Its goal was the

generation of genetically engineered wheat with enhanced resistance against

the most important fungal pathogens. The acquired resistance should be

durable, non-race specific and possibly active against several pathogens. The

strategy was to introduce a constitutive and systemic expression of proteins

with supposed anti-fungal properties. The proteins selected were a chitinase, a

ß-1,3-glucanase and a ribosome-inactivating protein (RIP), all of them naturally

expressed in barley seeds. Chitinases and glucanases are hydrolytic enzymes,

able to degrade cell walls of fungi. The chitin and glucan oligomers produced

are known to elicit a plant defense response. RIP is a toxic protein, with specific

N-glycosidase activity that removes an adenine residue from the 26S rRNA.

The transformation of the Swiss spring wheat cultivar Frisai by particle

bombardment of pre-cultured immature embryos was established successfully.
The average transformation efficiency was one percent for the selectable

marker gene bar. From 48 independent transgenic lines, one wheat line

expressed chitinase, 5 lines expressed chitinase and ß-1,3-glucanase, and 8

lines expressed RIP activity.

Gene expression has been followed for up to five generations and was found to

be stable in all cases. The influence of the expressed transgenes on the

resistance to fungal infection was assessed in vitro by the inoculation of

detached leaves with spores of the powdery mildew causing pathogen Erysiphe

graminis f. sp. tritici. On leaves from plants expressing additional chitinase, the

average infection frequency was reduced by 10% (up to 60%) as compared to

non transgenic leaves, and reduced by 20% (up to 55%) on ieaves expressing
chitinase and ß-1,3-glucanase. No effect was observed on those expressing
RIP. The co-expression of chitinase and ß-1,3-glucanase seemed to decrease

the susceptibility to infection in homozygous parents. However, heterozygous

plants from the same line had an increased susceptibility. An interaction of

these transgenes with other defense mechanism(s) is therefore possible, but

could not be assessed so far at the molecular level.

Plants expressing individual genes have been crossed to combine chitinase,

ß-1,3-glucanase and RIP expression. F1 plants expressing all three proteins
showed a synergistic enhancement of fungal resistance (50% on average),

confirming previous findings in transgenic tobacco with the same genes. Large
F2 populations have been screened to identify plants putatively homozygous for



all transgenes. Seeds are available to confirm the zygousity status and for

extensive tests to assess changes in fungal resistance.

Additional investigations were aimed at the development of novel and improved

vectors for cereal transformation. A vector was developed that is able to target

originally cytoplasmatic proteins to the secretory pathway and has proven

functional in transgenic wheat. The interaction of the CaMV 35S promoter with

heterologous leader and intron sequences has resulted in an enhanced

expression in a transient protoplast system. Finally, sequences from three

different geminiviruses have been investigated for their ability to increase the

number of reliable polyadenylation (terminator) sequences. No substantial

difference with the most frequently used CaMV terminator could be observed.

Although preliminary, these results may usefully contribute to the improvement
of transgene expression in genetically engineered cereals.



Zusammenfassung

Diese Arbeit ist Teil eines grösseren Projektes, dessen Aufgabe die

Entwicklung von umweltverträglichem und nachhaltigem Schutz von

Weizenkulturen gegen Pilzschädlinge ist. Ziel dieser Arbeit war die

Transformation einer Schweizer Weizensorte hinsichtlich einer erhöhten

Resistenz gegenüber den wichtigsten Pilzschädlingen. Diese Resistenz sollte

dauerhaft, unabhängig von Pilzrassen, und möglichst gegen mehrere dieser

Pathogène wirksam sein. Die gewählte Strategie war die konstitutive und

systemische Expression von ausgewählten Proteinen mit antifungalen

Eigenschaften. Die Proteine waren eine ß-1,3-Glucanase, eine Chitinase und

ein Ribosomen inaktivierendes Protein (RIP), die natürlicherweise im

Gerstenkorn exprimiert werden. Glucanasen und Chitinasen sind hydrolytische

Enzyme, welche die Zellwand von Pilzen anzugreifen vermögen. RIPs sind

toxische Proteine mit spezifischer N-glycosidischer Wirkung gegenüber 26S

rRNA, Die Transformation der Weizensorte Frisai konnte mittels Beschiessung

von vorkultivierten, unreifen Embryonen etabliert werden. Die durchnittliche

Transformationseffizienz lag bei ungefähr einem Prozent für das Markergen

bar. Von 48 unabhängigen transgenen Linien exprimierte eine Chitinase, fünf

exprimierten Chitinase und Glucanase, und acht zeigten RIP-Aktivität.

Die Expression der Transgene wurde während fünf Generationen verfolgt,

wobei ausschliesslich stabile Expression gefunden werden konnte. Der Einfluss

der Transgene auf die Pilzresistenz wurde mittels der /n-v/fro-lnfektion von

Blattstücken mit Mehltausporen (Erysiphe graminis f. sp. tritici) getestet. Blätter

mit zusätzlicher Chitinase zeigten einen verminderten Pilzbefall um

durchschnittlich 10% (bis zu 60%), zusätzliche Chitinase und Glucanase führten

zu einer Reduktion des Befalls um 20% (bis zu 55%). RIP zeigte keinen

Einfluss auf die Pilzinfektion. Während für Chitinase und Glucanase

homozygote Pflanzen die Pilzinfektion zu reduzieren vermochten, führte die

Expression derselben Gene in heterozygoten Pflanzen zu erhöhter Pilzinfektion.

Daraus kann geschlossen werden, dass die Expression dieser Transgene

möglicherweise einen Einfluss auf andere Abwehrmechanismen haben könnte.

Auf molekularer Ebene konnte noch kein Nachweis für diese Wechselwirkung

erbracht werden.

Transgene Linien mit Expression einzelner Proteine wurden gekreuzt, um diese

in einer Pflanze zu vereinen. F1-Nachkommen, die Chitinase, Glucanase und

RIP exprimierten, zeigten eine synergetische Wechselwirkung der Proteine

durch eine mittlere Reduktion der Infektionsrate um 50%. Damit wurden frühere

Ergebnisse mit denselben Genen in Tabakexperimenten bestätigt.



F2-Populationen wurden erzeugt und auf möglicherweise doppelt-homozygote
Nachkommen hin untersucht. Saatgut dieser Pflanzen steht zur Verfügung, um

das Potenzial der Strategie hinsichtlich einer erhöhten Pilzresistenz zu

ermitteln.

Zusätzliche Experimente dienten der Weiterentwicklung von Vektoren für die

Getreidetransformation. Dabei wurde ein Vektor entwickelt, der vormals

cytosolische Proteine in den Apoplast zu sekretieren vermag. Dieser Vektor

wurde mit Erfolg in der Weizentransformation eingesetzt. Zudem wurde das

Zusammenspiel vom CaMV 35S Promotor mit heterologen Exon- und Inkon¬

sequenzen untersucht. In diesen Experimenten konnte eine verstärkte

Expression durch diesen Promotor in Protoplasten beobachtet werden.

Schliesslich wurden Terminator-Sequenzen aus drei verschiedenen

Geminiviren daraufhin untersucht, ob ihre Funktionalität mit dem häufig
verwendeten CaMV Terminator verglichen werden kann. Dabei konnte

festgestellt werden, dass die Sequenzen funktionell gleichwertig sind. Auch

wenn diese Untersuchungen vorläufigen Charakter haben, sollten sie der

Gentechnologie von Getreiden dienlich sein.



Abbreviations

2,4-D 2,4-dichlorophenoxyacetic acid

ACMV African Cassava Mosaic Virus

CaMV Cauliflower Mosaic Virus

CR chlorophenol-red

CRD cystein-rich domain

CTE C-terminal extension

ER endoplasmatic reticulum

F1,F2, F3 progeny generations from crossed plants

GUS ß-glucuronidase

hifi HindW filled in

HR hypersensitive response

IWF intercellular wash fluid

kb kilo bases

LIR large intergenic region

LUC luciferase

MAR matrix associated region

MSV Maize Streak Virus

n.d. not determined

ORF open reading frame

PAL phenylalanine ammonia-lyase

PAP pokeweed antiviral protein

PAT phosphinotricin acetyl transferase

DDT phosphinotricin

PR pathogenesis-related

PTGS posttranscriptional gene silencing

QTL quantitative trait locus

RIP ribosome-inactivating protein

RTBV Rice Tungro Bacilliform Virus

SA splice acceptor

SAR systemic acquired resistance

SD splice donor

SIR small intergenic region

sp signal peptide

TO, T1,T2 individual generations of transgenic plants;

regenerated from tissue culture

TO is the plant

WDV Wheat Dwarf Virus

wt wild type
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Aims of wheat breeding

Switzerland supports a wheat breeding program to improve winter wheat and

spring wheat varieties towards disease resistance, excellent baking quality and

good agronomic performance (www.admin.ch/sar). Breeding for increased

disease resistance is targeted against some major fungal pathogens.

1.1.1 Module 6 of the Swiss priority program Biotechnology

An expert's review (Fried et al., 1993) about possibilities to support breeding
efforts with genetic engineering, identified a number of areas in which this novel

technique could support ongoing breeding efforts. The development of pest-

resistant crops is one of the main aims, finally to reduce the input of agro-

chemicals substantially. The conclusions of this report were:

• In Switzerland, the consumption of fungicides was greatest (988 tons per

year in 1990), followed by herbicides (824) and insecticides (223). The

amount of insecticides used is approximately a quarter of the amount of

fungicides. Additionally, for all six cultures with the highest insecticide index

(cultivated area times number of applications; first grape, then apple,

canola, maize, turnip, wheat and cabbage), there are alternatives to

insecticides (except canola), or the insecticides used are very specific.
Furthermore none of the six cultures was (and is) involved in a breeding

program for increased insect resistance in Switzerland. The only culture

which could be considered in more detail is canola, especially since it is

expected that the acreage may substantially increase in the future.

• The main focus should therefore be on the support of breeding towards

better fungal resistance. Cultures with the highest fungicide indices are (in

declining order): Wheat (also highest acreage), grape (eight applications per

year), potato (six) and apple (thirteen). Potato represents a special case

because there is no potato breeding in Switzerland, therefore work on this

crop would have to be done in collaboration with foreign breeders. Grape
and apple are important, because these are perennial cultures with a high
number of fungicide applications, and especially grape cultures are

dependent on copper, which accumulates in the soil. Fungal resistance is
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an actual goal for breading with wheat and apple in Switzerland and abroad.

Breeding of grapes is not done extensively in Switzerland, in part because

the wine industry is dependent on the traditional grape varieties, and

because these varieties are heterozygous. The recommendation of the

authors was therefore to initiate projects to support breeding for increased

fungal resistance with priority in wheat, then grape and apple.

• Four major fungal pathogens of wheat have been determined because of

their potential to cause severe losses, their regular appearance, their wide

occurrence and the lack of efficient measures other than fungicides to

control them in susceptible cultivars: These are leaf rust (Puccinia

recondita), septoria glume blotch (Septoria nodorum), eyespot

(Pseudocercosporella herpotrichoides) and powdery mildew (Erysiphe

graminis).

1.2 Natural plant defenses

Interactions between plants and plant pathogens or non-pathogens have been

studied extensively for a long time already. With the steadily growing knowledge

of the genetics and the improvement of the techniques, more and more

molecular details of the highly evolved and complex mechanisms could be

revealed. A small overview of the topic is given below, most of which has been

discussed in recent reviews (e.g. by Gilchrist, 1998; Hutcheson, 1998; Lawton,

1997, Stricher et al., 1997).

The vast majority of microorganisms are non-pathogenic on plants. To become

pathogenic, organisms have to overcome several defense lines of the plant.

First, organisms have to be able to open up nutrient sources, that is they have

to be able to overcome or circumvent physical barriers like cutinized surfaces or

lignified cell walls, and they have to be able to live on the available nutrients.

Second, a pathogen that could colonize the plant has to overcome the induced

general and non-specific defense response of the plant, like antibiotic

compounds (e.g. phytoalexins) and inhibiting or toxic proteins. Third, as plants

develop more and more specialized defenses during evolution, the pathogen

must develop appropriate responses to overcome them. These specific counter-

offensive mechanisms may however not be effective against the specific

defenses erected by different plant species. Consequently, the host range is

defined by the ability of a pathogen to overcome particular obstacles of a

specific host plant or cultivar.
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Pathogens that are introduced outside of their normal host range are

unsuccessful because they cannot colonize the plant and/or due to the

induction of nonhost resistance. In non-host resistance, the attempted infection

leads to no macroscopic symptoms (e.g. Erysiphe graminis f. sp. tritici on

barley) or to the induction of a hypersensitive response (HR, e.g. Pseudomonas

syringae pv. syringae in barley) in which the pathogen is confined within a

necrotic lesion (Vallelian-Bindschedler et al., 1998). However, the vast majority
of non-pathogenic organisms do not induce HR. HR is an active response and

must involve the recognition of some characteristic feature(s) of the non-

pathogen (e.g. cell wall fragments, metabolites or polypeptides). This type of

resistance is classified as distinct from resistance that operates in race-cultivar

interactions, but the two types of interactions may be mechanistically related

(Whalen et al., 1988). Gene-for-gene interactions involve "major" resistance

genes. The outcome of an interaction is determined by whether or not the

pathogen triggers the plant's inducible defense response. Induction of these

defenses is dependent on a recognition system that is superimposed on the

basic compatibility of the host-pathogen system: While one isolate or race of a

pathogen may be able to infect a host plant, another isolate or race of the same

pathogen may not. Conversely, different varieties (cultivars) of the same plant

species may differ in their ability to recognize the same race of a pathogen.

Only when the plant and the pathogen carry matching genes specifying disease

resistance (R genes) and avirulence (Avr genes) is the pathogen recognized by

the plant. Recognition leads to the activation of the plant defense response and

possibly to the destruction, isolation or rejection of the pathogen. Recognition of

the pathogen leads to the local induction and accumulation of cell wall

degrading enzymes and other pathogenesis-related proteins (PR-proteins),
antibiotics (phytoalexins), enforcement of plant cell walls by cross-linking cell

wall proteins (mediated by the production of active oxygen species, like H202),
enhanced lignification and, eventually, by HR, the active suicide at and

surrounding the site of infection occurs.

Moreover, the specific recognition of a pathogen at one infection site can induce

enhanced resistance or immunity to the same or other pathogens throughout
the rest of the plant, a phenomenon described as systemic acquired resistance

(SAR), known already for quite some time (e.g. Chester, 1933, reviewed by
Stricher et al., 1997). Whereas HR has been described for many different plants

species, including wheat, it is not clear if enhanced resistance can always be

associated with SAR, which has mostly been studied in solanaceous plants and

Arabidopsis (Stricher et al., 1997). There, SAR can be induced by fungi,
bacteria, nematodes, chewing and sucking insects and viruses. The induction
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leads to enhanced resistance expressed locally, at the site of interaction, but

also in remote tissues (which is the central aspect of SAR). SAR is believed to

extend to all plant organs, including the roots. The induction of several defense

mechanisms has been associated with SAR. One of them is an increased

lignification of plant cell walls, which should result in a enhanced physical and

chemical barrier against the pathogen and free nutrient movement. Lignin

precursors have been shown to be toxic to fungi in some cases, and during

lignification of the plant cell wall, fungal cell walls might be lignified likewise,

thus hindering further growth or uptake of water and nutrients (Stricher et al.,

1997). A good marker of increased lignification is the systemic induction of the

enzyme phenylalanine ammonia-lyase (PAL). PAL provides precursors for lignin
and for several phenylpropanoid-derived secondary plant products involved in

resistance. SAR has also been involved in earlier and increased formation of

cell wall appositions (papillae) at subsequent sites of attempted penetration of

the fungus, forming one more barrier against fungal invasion.

Another aspect of resistance mechanisms is the induction of so called

pathogenesis-related proteins (PR-proteins; reviewed by Stricher et al., 1997).

PR-proteins are induced locally and systemically upon infection and are

vacuolar or apoplastic defense (or possibly stress) proteins. They were first

reported in tobacco infected with TMV but have later also been detected in

other plants. Eleven classes of PR-proteins have been proposed (van Loon et

al., 1994) that are induced differentially depending on the host and the

pathogen: proteins with unknown function (e.g. PR-1), ß-1,3-glucanases (PR-2),
chitinases (PR-3, PR-4, PR-8, PR-11), thaumatin-like proteins (e.g. osmotin,

PR-5), proteinase inhibitors (PR-6) or peroxidases (PR-9), among others.

Salicylic Acid (SA) has been involved in signaling of SAR, because of the timing
of SA-accumulation and because exogenous SA application at concentrations

comparable to those found during SAR can induce the expression of PR-

proteins. But grafting experiments involving plants constitutively expressing

naphthalene hydroxylase G (NahG, an enzyme that metabolizes SA to an

inactive compound) and/or suppressing the expression of PAL (also involved in

SA synthesis), have shown that SA is necessary in SAR for PR-protein

expression, but is likely not to be the (only) systemic signal (Pallas et al., 1996).
Other systemic signals like jasmonates, systemin, electrical signals, H2O2 and

ethylen have been associated with SAR, but none of them alone was able to

induce all the different facets of SAR (Stricher et al., 1997).
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cleistothecia and mycelium

Fig. 1: Disease cycle of powdery mildew of wheat caused by Erysiphe graminis f. sp.

tritici. [a] Disease cycle, [b] and [c] Conidiophores and chains of conidia on an infected wheat

leaf [d] Germinating conidia on the surface of a wheat leaf Magnification x200 (b) and x500

(c,d) Diagram [a] was reproduced and subsequently modified from Plant Pathology, second

edition (1978), page 253, Academic Press, New York Pictures [b] [c] and [d] are reproduced
from Phytopathogemc Fungi Ascanmng Electron Stereoscopic Survey (1979) page 147 Brown

MF and Brotzman HG (eds) University of Missouri, Columbia
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1.2.1 Wheat powdery mildew

Erysiphe graminis, the obligate parasite responsible for powdery mildew, has

much in common with rust fungi. It can survive the winter as mycelium protected

in the leaves of wheat - either planted wheat or volunteer winter or spring

wheat. However, unlike the rust fungi, it can also over-winter as spores

contained within special protective structures (cleistothecia) on wheat stubble.

The powdery mildew also occurs as multiple races. The disease cycle of

powdery mildew, which exclusively develops on the epidermis, is shown in

figure 1. Powdery mildew feeds on its host using haustoria, specialized organs

which are introduced into epidermal cells, but never penetrate the plant cell

cytoplasm. During the rapid development and propagation (four to seven days

per life cycle at optimal conditions) in cool and humid summers, the fungus

propagates nearly exclusively by the formation and dispersal of asexual spores

(conidia).

1.3 Biotechnology for increased fungal resistance in wheat

1.3.1 Strategies for improved fungal resistance by breeding and genetic

engineering

Based on the present knowledge of plant fungus interactions, several distinct

strategies can be proposed to increase fungal resistance in genetically

engineered plants. Such strategies could be used individually or, for increased

and prolonged resistance, also as combinations (Hutcheson, 1998; Keller et al.,

1999; Mcintosh, 1998; Swords et al., 1997):

• Resistance mediated by major resistance genes (R genes) is usually the

most effective and easiest to attain. This type of resistance can be

introduced by marker assisted breeding or genetic engineering. However,

there are several drawbacks that have to be considered: First, major

resistance genes are pathogen and pathogen race specific. For each

pathogen they have to be identified once again. Such genes are known for

eyespot, leaf rust and powdery mildew, but not for septoria blotch.

Experience shows that single major resistance genes are usually overcome

by the pathogens, therefore several major genes would have to be

combined ("pyramiding"). Pyramiding of several genes can only be achieved

if these genes are mapped (marker assisted breeding) or cloned (genetic

engineering). The number of genes associated with good molecular markers
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is steadily increasing, which makes marker assisted breeding a promising

option, whereas the number of cloned R genes is very small for wheat at the

moment. As R genes seem to have some common features, it is very likely

that once the knowledge on these genes has increased, they could develop

into a very powerful tool.

• Resistance mediated by quantitative (or additive) resistance genes is

thought to be more valuable to breed for than R gene-mediated resistance,

because quantitative resistance is race-independent and usually not easily

overcome by the pathogens. The identification of quantitative trait loci (QTL)

has been initiated, however, this is difficult and very labor intensive. To

breed with QTLs will be difficult, as these usually map to several distinct

chromosomal positions.

• SAR is a very powerful plant defense mechanism. Several mutations have

been detected that lead to the constitutive activation of defense genes and

show increased fungal resistance. However, SAR has been described for

dicot plants only (mostly solanaceae species), and it is not known if monocot

plants or wheat have a comparable defense mechanism, although there are

some similarities. The constitutive activity of SAR is likely to reduce the yield

potential of crop plants since the plant will be permanently stressed, and

could, in the long term, favor the evolution of SAR insensitive pathogen

races.

• The pathogen induced expression of a matching pair of R and Avr genes by

the plant is a potent way to activate R gene mediated resistance, also by

pathogen races that do not express Avr genes. This strategy has the

inconvenience that a large number of different organisms would lead to the

formation of a local lesion. Absolutely specific promoters that are only

activated upon pathogen attack are still missing.

• The constitutive expression of individual components of plant defense, like

PR-proteins, cysteine-rich anti-fungal peptides, generation of active oxygen

species and phytoalexins, has repeatedly shown very promising results in a

wide variety of plant species. It is not yet clear why this strategy is effective

in some cases and why ineffective in other plant-pathogen interactions. It is

possible that some of these constitutively expressed compounds can

temporarily slow down fungal growth and therefore give the plant more time

to build up the defense reaction, which otherwise may not be sufficient for all

pathogens. Another possibility is that elicitors are released, e.g. from the

fungal cell wall, by hydrolases like ß-1,3-glucanase and chitinase, that can

trigger a specific plant defense response that otherwise would have been

absent.
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1.3.2 Wheat transformation

Compared to other plants, especially tobacco, which could be transformed as

early as the beginning of the 1980-ies (Barton et al., 1983), transformation of

wheat has been achieved only recently. There are several major reasons for the

delay with wheat, but also with rice and maize, and monocotyledoneous plants
in general. One of the earliest transformation methods was direct gene transfer

to plant protoplasts via electroporation- or polyethylene glycol (PEG)-mediated
transformation (Paszkowski et al., 1984). For this method especially the

regeneration ability of protoplasts to normal and fertile plants has shown to be

different for different plant species. With tobacco protoplasts, the transformation

efficiency and regeneration frequency is high and reproducible, whereas in rice

this method was possible (Zhang and Wu, 1988) but more difficult to establish,

because protoplasts derived from only few tissues have the ability to regenerate

(e.g. mesophyll derived protoplasts do hardly divide in monocots). The fertility of

rice plants regenerated from protoplasts is low. In wheat, PEG-mediated

protoplast transformation and regeneration of fertile plants has been

unsuccessful so far because of the difficulty to establish regenerable

suspension cultures as source for protoplasts (see table 5 for references for

wheat). It was only the development of particle bombardment-mediated gene

delivery that finally led to the regeneration of fertile transgenic wheat plants. In

parallel with the development of particle bombardment it could be shown that

pre-cultured scutella of mature or immature cereal seeds (including wheat) are

a very potent and easily attainable source of highly embryogénie tissue. Particle

bombardment has the advantage over protoplast transformation that transgenes

can be introduced into a wide variety of intact tissues. Applying particle
bombardment on immature embryos could reduce the regeneration time

between gene delivery and shoot formation drastically, which is very important
to obtain fertile plants. It was finally in 1993 that the first wheat transformation

using pre-cultured scutellar tissue and particle bombardment was reported

(Vasil et al., 1993). Since then, many other groups could establish wheat

transformation, but astonishingly the initial transformation efficiency of around

1% (independent transgenic lines per bombarded expiant) could not be

improved substantially by any of the groups. Variations of the original selection

scheme (phosphinotricin [PPT] and the phoshinotricin acetyl transferase gene

bar), using basta, bialaphos, geneticin, hygromycin B or glyphosate, did not

increase the transformation efficiency, neither did the screen for particularly
suited wheat genotypes.

Plant transformation mediated by the crown gall forming pathogen

Agrobacterium tumefaciens has been established for tobacco approximately at
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the same time as the direct gene transfer (Barton et al., 1983). The natural host

range of the pathogen, however, seemed to exclude cereal transformation.

Nevertheless, Agrobactehum-medlated transformation of cereals has been

investigated to increase the transformation efficiency and to increase the

frequency of simple integration events, which are rare with particle

bombardment but are the rule for Agrobacterium-meölated transformation in

host-plants. By now, this technique was successful for all major cereal crops,

including barley (Tingay et al., 1997), maize (Ishida et al., 1996), rice (Hiei et al.,

1994) and wheat (Cheng et al., 1997), and has become the method of choice

for rice. For wheat, this transformation method appears not to be easily

reproducible. Most reports on wheat transformation deal with the transformation

of reporter genes (GUS) into model varieties. Recently, an increasing number of

agronomically important varieties have also been transformed. An increasing

number of reports deal with the transformation of useful traits, like high-

molecular weight glutelin subunits (for improved backing quality) or anti-fungal

and insecticedal genes (table 5).

1.4 Proteins used for wheat transformation

Three genes used for wheat transformation have been isolated from barley

seed, each of them belonging to a different family of anti-fungal proteins. In the

following sections, these proteins are presented in more detail. In addition, a

fourth protein with anti-fungal potential is presented, barnase, which has also

been transformed into wheat.

1.4.1 Chitinase

Chitinases are enzymes that hydrolize chitin, a ß-1,4-N-acetyl-D-glucosamin

(GlcNAc) polymer. Chitin is a structural component of most fungal cell walls

(Wessels and Sietsma, 1981) and of the exo-skeleton of arthropods. In plants,

chitin-like substrates have never been characterized so far. Based on structural

features of their amino acid sequence, most plant chitinases have been divided

into five different classes (Collinge et al., 1993; Hamel et al., 1997), as shown in

figure 2: Class la chitinases include proteins that contain a leader sequence, a

cysteine-rich domain (CRD) and a carboxy-terminal extension (CTE). They are

synthesized as pre-pro-proteins and are localized in the vacuole. The CTE is

required and sufficient for vacuole targeting. Class lb chitinases are similar to

class la, but they lack the CTE. These proteins, mainly isolated from members
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of the Poaceae so far, are therefore apoplastic. Class II chitinases both lack

CRD and CTE, but otherwise they share the leader sequence and the catalytic

region with class I chitinases. Class IV is again similar to class la, but these

chitinases have some distinct and conserved deletions in their catalytic domain,

and they miss part of the C-terminal aminoacids (including the CTE).

I J

III

777777m i
-—~

IT"""""1 Class BZ

*/)////////n zr=—^ - -JlJX^^ Class la

— Leader sequence tZEZD Catalytic region

U777771 Cysteine-rich domain EZZD C-termmal extension

ES^S) Hinge region

Fig. 2: The structure of plant chitinase proteins. Reproduced from Collmge et al. (1993)

Comparison of many known chitinase sequences belonging to class I, II and IV

reveals three clusters of related genes, namely the class l/ll genes from

monocots, class l/ll genes from dicots and class IV chitinase genes (Hamel et

al., 1997), Class IV chitinases are equally related to class l/ll sequences from

monocots or dicots, therefore class IV chitinases are supposed to have

diverged before the evolutionary separation of mono- and dicotyledoneous

plants. Class la/b and class II chitinases are thought to have evolved more

recently and at several occasions. No significant relationship was observed

between class III chitinases and the other sequences, however, they have some

significant sequence identity with fungal chitinases (29 - 43%). It is thought that

these chitinases have evolved at a much earlier time, and that class III

chitinases, that have a completely different catalytic domain (compared to

class I, II and IV), could therefore have a different role in the plant cell.

Plant chitinases have different substrate specificity amongst different classes,

but also amongst different members of the same class (Brunner et al., 1998;

Schultze et al., 1998). In general, plant chitinases are endochitinases, which

release chitin oligomers of various size. In contrast, bacterial chitinases are

thought to be exochitinases (Roberts and Selitrennikoff, 1988). Chitinases can

partially hydrolize chitin, but also chitosan, a partially deacetylated chitin, which
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can be found in fungal cell walls, whereas fully deacetylated chitin is no

substrate. To different extent, they also show lysozyme activity on the sugar

moiety of bacterial peptidoglycan, which is an N-Acetylglucosamin-ß-1,4-N-

Acetylmuramate polymer. Chitinases also differ in their activity towards chitin

oligomers (GlcNAc trimers and longer) and towards lipochitooligosaccharide
nod factors. Chitinases are therefore thought to be important for the specificity
and inactivation of nod factors in legume-Rhizobiurn interactions (Schultze et

al., 1998).

As chitinases are found in all angiosperms, and because no plant derived

substrate has been found, chitinases have been thought to be involved mainly
in plant defense. However, evidence has been provided that chitinases are

involved in flowering (Neale et al., 1990), in somatic embryogenesis (Kragh et

al., 1996), seed germination (Petruzzelli et at., 1999), plant vigor (Patil and

Widholm, 1997), and a chitinase has been shown to be induced during leaf

senescence (Hanfrey et al., 1996).

Inducibility of plant chitinase genes upon pathogen attack is well established:

E.g. in the intercellular space of potato leaves inoculated with Phytophthora
infestans (Kombrink et al., 1988), in cucumber locally and systemically by

necrotic viral, bacterial and fungal pathogens (Metraux and Boiler, 1986), in

barley leaves by infection of Erysiphe graminis f. sp. hordei and f. sp. tritici (host
and non-host pathogens, Vallelian-Bindschedler et al., 1998), and by aphids in

wheat cultivars resistant to the Russian wheat aphid (van der Westhuizen et al.,

1998). Brunner et al. (1998) could isolate ten distinct chitinases belonging to

different classes from tobacco leaves infected with tobacco mosaic virus. This

indicates that indeed different chitinases may be involved in pathogen defense

simultaneously. The supposed antipathogenic property of chitinases has been

extensively studied in vitro, and later also in transgenic plants expressing
additional chitinase. Schlumbaum et al. (1986) showed the in vitro growth
inhibition of Trichoderma viride by different plant chitinases, Leah et al. (1991)
isolated a barley seed chitinase and showed its in vitro anti-fungal activity

against Fusarium sporotrichoides and its limited activity against Trichoderma

reesei; Toyoda et al. (1991) could show that haustoria of Erysiphe graminis f.

sp. hordei isolated from infected epidermis can be digested by incubation with

chitinase, and cells harboring a fungal haustorium that are injected with

chitinase do not support further growth of the pathogen. Sela-Buurlage et al.

(1993) could show in vitro that a tobacco class I chitinase was able to reduce

growth of F.solani, whereas a tobacco class II chitinase had no effect.

The transgenic plants generated to assess the in vitro effects showed fungal

growth inhibition or reduction. They were tested with tobacco (tobacco
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chitinase: Vierheilig et al., 1993; rice chitinase: Zhu et al., 1994; barley seed

chitinase: Jach et al., 1995), tobacco and canola (bean chitinase: Broglie et al.,

1991), with oilseed rape in field trials (tomato chitinase: Grison et al., 1996),

cucumber (rice chitinase: Tabei et al., 1998), carrot (tobacco chitinase: Punja et

al., 1996), rice (rice chitinase: Lin et al., 1995) and wheat (barley seed chitinase:

Bliffeld et al., 1999). A chitinase of fungal origin expressed in tobacco could as

well reduce fungal development (Terakawa et al., 1997). The expression of an

insect chitinase in tobacco increased the insect resistance (Ding et al., 1998).

The experiments with transgenic plants have shown, that the effect of

overexpression of chitinase can change depending on the pathogen (Grison et

al., 1996; Punja et al., 1996), can change depending on the chitinase (Punja et

al., 1996) or can be ineffective (Jongedijk et al. 1995; Neuhaus et al. 1991;

Nielsen et al., 1993; Punja et al., 1996; Vierheilig et al., 1993). It seems

therefore that the type and origin of the chitinase is important to obtain the right

substrate specificity and the correct cell compartment localization for a given

pathogen. It is possible that for some pathogens, the expression of only

chitinase is not enough to increase the resistance of the plant.

1.4.2 Glucanase

Based on their homology of nucleotide sequence and the three-dimensional

structure of the proteins, glucanases form a family of plant enzymes that

hydrolyze cell wall polysaccharides. Each plant species is supposed to contain

a number of different glucanases with different functions. In rice alone at least

fourteen different functional genes have been identified (Romero et al., 1998).

Substrates of glucanases are 1,3-ß-glucans that are found in plant and fungal
cell walls, 1,3;1,6-ß-glucans found exclusively in fungal cell walls and 1,3;1,4-ß-

glucans found in cell walls of grasses only. Four subfamilies have been

proposed based on substrate specificity, aminoacid sequence and their

clustering in a nucleotide sequence dendrogram (Romero et al., 1998;

Simmons, 1994): Subfamily A comprises endo-ß-1,3-glucanases that can

hydrolyze 1,3-ß-glucans and 1,3;1,6-ß-glucans, whereas their tolerance or

requirement of 1,6-ß-glucan branch linkages nearby on the polymer is variable.

Thus, subfamily A members probably function in plant development and/or plant
defense. Some glucanases are induced by wounding or by fungal or chemicai

elicitors (Hu and Rijkenberg, 1998; Kombrink et al., 1988; Mauch and Stähelin,

1989), whereas expression of others can be exclusively or in addition

developmentally controlled (Hanfrey et al., 1996; Neale et al., 1990; Petruzzelli

et al., 1999). They are found in both mono- and dicotyledoneous plants. All
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glucanases have a N-terminal signal peptide which directs the expression to the

apoplastic space, some of them also have a CTE for vacuolar targeting (e.g.
Mauch and Stähelin, 1989). Subfamily B includes 1,3;1,4-ß-glucanases, that

have only been found in grasses. Only 1,3;1,4-ß-glucan seems to be a

substrate for these enzymes. Therefore it has been assumed that this subfamily
is responsible for the breakdown of all 1,3;1,4-ß-glucan that occurs during
cereal seed germination and coleoptile elongation, but is not involved in plant

defense. Subfamily C has been defined by the clustering in the sequence

dendrogram. The substrate specificity of this subclass is not known. These

glucanases are not induced by wounding, salicylic acid or fungal elicitors, and

their highest expression levels have been identified in growing tissue such as

germinating seedlings, roots and etiolated shoots, which again indicated the

involvement in plant development rather than plant defense. Subfamily D

comprises glucanases with a set of diagnostic aminoacids and a rather large C-

terminal extension (>80 amino acids). The substrate of these glucanases is not

known, but they are thought to be involved in plant development.
Due to their induction by pathogens and elicitors, the role of ß-1,3-glucanases in

defense has been investigated. The growth of fungal pathogens in vitro has

been shown to be inhibited by barley seed ß-1,3-glucanase (Leah et al., 1991)
and a tobacco glucanase (Sela-Buurlage et al., 1993), but a different tobacco

glucanase had no effect in the same assay. Transgenic plants overexpressing

ß-1,3-glucanases have also been generated. Despite the probable involvement

of some of these enzymes in plant development, the generated plants always
had a normal appearance (e.g. de Carvalho et al., 1992). A pathogen induced

ß-1,3-glucanase overexpressed in tobacco both in sense or anti-sense, could

reduce the disease severity of two fungal pathogens, but not of tobacco mosaic

virus (TMV) in sense expression, whereas the antisense expression had no

effect on the desease development of either pathogen. However, Beffa et al.

(1996) reported a decreased susceptibility of tobacco towards TMV in plants

expressing reduced levels of a specific glucanase due to the transformation with

antisense sequence. The effect was associated with increased callose

deposition around infection sites, callose being a substrate of ß-1,3-glucanase.
In similar plants it had previously been shown that if the ß-1,3-glucanase that is

normally induced by TMV infection is suppressed, the plant is able to

compensate the loss partially by the induction of serologically unrelated

glucanase activity (Beffa et al., 1993). Zhu et al. (1994) expressed a glucanase
from alfalfa in tobacco plants and Jach et al. (1995) a barley seed ß-1,3~

glucanase in tobacco. Both reports found a reduced susceptibility against the

fungal pathogens Cercospora nicotioanae and R.solani, respectively. It is
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noticeable that in all three reports the susceptibility to the fungi seem to

correlate with the level of gene expression. In contrast (Jongedijk et al., 1995)

found no effect of tobacco glucanase overexpression in transgenic tomato.

It seems that at least some fungi have been able to adapt and react to the anti-

pathogenic activity of ß-1,3-glucanases. A glucanase inhibitor protein has been

purified from the pathogen Phytophthora sojae f. sp. glycines that abolishes the

glucanase activity by binding to the protein. The inactivation seems to be

specific, as only one of several tested glucanases was affected by the inhibitor

(Ham et al., 1997). It is not known if other pathogens have evolved similar

counter-defense strategies, but it seems all the more important to choose the

right glucanase to attain increased resistance of transgenic plants.

1.4.3 Ribosome inactivating protein

Ribosome-inactivating proteins (RIPs) are specific N-glycosidases that remove

a conserved adenine residue from the large rRNA of the large ribosomal

subunit. This inactivates the ribosome and blocks translation elongation. These

proteins were found in a wide range of plant families and in different plant

organs (reviewed in Barbieri et al., 1993; Girbes et al., 1996; Hartley et al.,

1996; Mehta and Boston, 1998). Plant RIPs are subdivided into three classes

(Mehta and Boston, 1998): Most RIPs belong to type 1, i.e. monomeric proteins

of approximately 30kD (fig. 3). Examples are pokeweed antiviral protein (PAP)

and barley seed RIP (RIP30). Type 2 RIPs are larger proteins that consist of

two distinct sub-domains (e.g. ricin): The A-chain essentially resembles the type

1 RIPs and is linked by a disulfide bridge to the B-chain, which has lectin

activity. Type 3 RIPs (e.g. maize b-32 and barley JIP60) are formed by two

separate polypeptide chains that are formed from a larger inactive precursor by

proteolytic cleavage. Their final structure resembles type one RIPs. RIPs are

thought to be defense-proteins, but they also may have other functions.

Type 2 RIPs are among the most potent cell toxins. The B-chain mediates

retrograde transport through the secretory pathway into the cytoplasm of intact

cells, where the A-chain inactivates ribosomes (Lord and Roberts, 1996). In

contrast, type 1 RIPs are not toxic to intact cells, although their enzymatic

activity can be several fold higher than that of type 2 RIPs. Most RIPs are active

on a wide variety of ribosomes, including conspecific ones. Self-protection of

RIP producing plant cells is achieved by compartmentalization to the

extracellular space or the vacuole, so that RIPs are not able to reach the

ribosome target in the cytoplasm (Svinth et al., 1998). Some type 1 RIPs have

antiviral activity. It has been hypothesized that they reenter the cell with the
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Fig. 3: Representation of the three different types of ribosome-inactivating proteins. The

figure was reproduced from Mehta and Boston (1998).

virus and cause cell death. It is possible, that besides this suicide effect, these

RIPs also have a more specific antiviral activity that is not linked to

N-glycosidase activity (Turner et al., 1997; Turner et al., 1998). Other RIPs,

including cereal endosperm RIPs, have anti-fungal activity. Tritin and barley
seed RIP do not have any signal peptide, and are probably only weakly active

or inactive on ribosomes of the producing cells. Barley RIP was shown to be

especially active on isolated fungal ribosomes of Neurospora crassa (Roberts
and Selitrennikoff, 1986). In an in vitro assay, the anti-fungal activity of the

barley seed RIP was assayed on Trichoderma reesei and Fusarium

sporotrichioides spores (Leah et al., 1991) and it was found to be inactive when

it was the only anti-fungal protein present. Transgenic tobacco plants

expressing the barley seed RIP under a wound-inducible promoter led to some

protection against Rhizoctonia solani (Logemann et al., 1992). Other

experiments with transgenic tobacco showed anti-fungal activity of barley seed

RIP also under a constitutive promoter, and the anti-fungal activity could be

enhanced by the addition of an N-terminal signal peptide for protein export

(Jach et al., 1995). Increased fungal resistance against R.solani m tobacco has

also been achieved with other RIPs, e.g. by expression of PAPII (Wang et al.,

1998), truncated PAP (Zoubenko et al., 1997) and maize b-32 (Maddaloni et al.,

1997). Increased virus resistance was shown in tobacco by expression of

trichosanthin (Lam et al., 1996), PAP (Lodge et al., 1993), PAPII (Wang et al.,

1998), virus induced dianthin (Hong et al., 1996) and C-terminally deleted,

inactive PAP (Turner et al., 1997). Attempts to express barley seed RIP in the

cytoplasm of transgenic wheat under a constitutive promoter were not
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successful (Bliffeld et al., 1999). Comparable attempts in transgenic rice were

unsuccessful as well (H.Dong, M. Schrott, J. Fütterer, unpublished results). The

latter results suggest that the constitutive expression of barley seed RIP in the

cytoplasm leads to a high enough RIP activity on rice and wheat ribosomes to

inhibit the regeneration of expressing plants. And indeed, many other reports

describe abnormal phenotypes linked to RIP expression, e.g. for PAP (Lodge et

al., 1993), PAPII (Wang et al., 1998), JIP60 (Görschen et al., 1997) and

trichosanthin (Lam et al., 1996), all in tobacco.

1.4.4 Combined expression of chitinase, ß-1,3-glucanase and RIP

Most often, chitinase(s) and glucanase(s) are induced together with other PR-

proteins and small molecular weight molecules to form a general anti-

pathogenic response. Simultaneous chitinase and glucanase expression

induced by fungal pathogens and elicitors has been shown in bean (Mauch et

al., 1984), potato (Kombrink et al., 1988) and wheat (Münch-Garthoff et al.,

1997). Simultaneous induction of chitinase and glucanase expression has also

been shown in sensible organs like senescent leaves (Hanfrey et al., 1996) and

flower organs (Neale et al., 1990). Fungal cell walls contain both chitin and

glucans, therefore the expression of chitinase and glucanase activity is believed

to enhance their lytic activity reciprocally by improving the access to the

respective substrate. The synergistic in vitro anti-fungal effect of chitinase and

glucanase has been shown repeatedly, e.g. with glucanase and chitinase from

tobacco (Sela-Buurlage et al., 1993) and barley seeds (Leah et al., 1991). In the

same report, barley seed RIP, which had no effect on fungal growth on its own,

was shown to synergistically enhance the activity of chitinase and glucanase.

This results could be explained, if RIP only becomes active when the fungal cell

wall has been destabilized by the cell wall degrading enzymes glucanase and

chitinase. Transgenic tobacco plants have been generated that express

glucanase and chitinase from tobacco (Zhu et al., 1994) or from barley seeds

(Jach et al., 1995), and that express chitinase and RIP from barley seeds (Jach

et al., 1995). Jongedijk et al. (1995) also generated transgenic tomato plants

expressing additional glucanase and chitinase. In all cases the combined

expression of genes improved the resistance towards fungal pathogens

compared to single genes. Moreover the combination of genes had a higher

effect than the sum or product of the effects of either genes alone (Jach et al.,

1995; Zhu et al., 1994), demonstrating the synergistic, rather than additive

effects of combinatorial expression of glucanase, chitinase and RIP.
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1.4.5 Barnase and barstar

Barnase is an unspecific bacterial RNase, and barstar is its specific inhibitor

(Hartley, 1988). Because barnase is a very potent cytotoxic protein, and

because its activity can be modulated by barstar, barnase and barstar have

been used repeatedly to induce cell death in specific tissues and at specific

developmental stages, e.g. to engineer male sterility by expression of barnase

under the control of a tapetum specific promoter (Custers et al., 1997; Denis et

al., 1993; Ling et al., 1998; de Block et al., 1997). Pathogen-induced cell death

(mimicking HR) has been found with engineered barnase driven by a pathogen

induced promoter and could reduce sporulation of a fungal pathogen on

infected transgenic plants (Strittmatter et al., 1995). Barstar, the specific

inhibitor of barnase, driven by a constitutive promoter, was used in all

experiments to reduce side effects due to nonspecific barnase expression. We

intended to use barnase as a cytotoxic compound directly against the fungal

pathogen, avoiding or limiting cell death in the plant. If chitinases and

glucanases are effectively capable to destabilize fungal cell walls to a degree

that cytotoxic proteins can enter the fungal cell cytoplasm, barnase should be

as potent as RIPs to synergistically reduce fungal proliferation when expressed

together with chitinase and glucanase in the apoplastic space. At the same time

we also planed to express barstar in the plant cell cytoplasm to control possible

toxic side effects.

1.5 Aim of the work

The aim of the work was the development of pathogen and race independent

fungal resistance in wheat by genetic engineering. The work did comprise the

establishment of the transformation for the commercial Swiss wheat cultivar

Frisai and the transfer of three anti-fungal genes isolated from barley seeds

(Leah et al., 1991). These genes, a ß-1,3-glucanase, a chitinase and a

ribosome inactivating protein, have shown to be effective in transgenic tobacco

individually, and their effect was synergistically enhanced in combinations. In

addition, a fourth gene, barnase, with potential anti-fungal activity has been

used for transformation. Transgenic lines carrying individual genes have been

characterized at the molecular level and for their performance in fungal infection

assays. The lines with the most promising performance were used to combine

the genes in order to unfold the expected synergistic effects.
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2 DEVELOPMENT OF TOOLS

Besides the transformation of wheat with putative anti-fungal genes, additional

investigations aimed at the development of novel and improved vectors for

cereal transformation. The interaction of the Cauliflower Mosaic Virus (CaMV)
35S promoter with heterologous leader and intron sequences was investigated

to enhance the otherwise weak promoter in rice. The same promoter was also

further developed in order to target originally cytoplasmatic proteins to the

secretory pathway. The development of this vector was a prerequisite for the

subsequent work of wheat transformation, as two proteins (RIP and barnase)

had to be expressed in the apoplastic space to avoid toxic effects on the plant

and to attain their maximal anti-fungal potential. A different problem that was

addressed is the too frequent use of the CaMV terminator, also in multiple

copies, in transgenic lines. Sequences from three different geminiviruses have

been investigated for their ability to support high gene expression and therefore

their usefulness as reliable polyadenylation (terminator) sequences. These

terminators were also tested for their ability to terminate simultaneously two

convergent transgenes.

Additionally, as wheat transformation is very work demanding, an attempt was

made to develop a fast and reproducible transient assay system to evaluate the

anti-fungal potential of candidate genes against powdery mildew in wheat.

Finally, the efforts to adapt wheat transformation to the Swiss wheat cultivar

Frisai are presented. Frisai was the cultivar chosen to be engineered towards

higher fungal resistance. A fast and reliable transformation system with high

efficiency had therefore to be established.

2.1 CaMV promoter-intron combinations with enhanced activity in rice

For constitutive and strong expression of transgenes in monocotyledonous

plants, the choice of promoters is not large at the moment. So far, two

promoters, one from the maize ubiquitin 1 gene (Christensen et al., 1992) and

one from the rice actin 1 gene (McElroy et al., 1990), are known to produce

good and reproducible expression. Another promoter, the CaMV 35S promoter,

which is widely used for dicotyledonous plant transformation, is also

constitutive, but less active, at least in rice (Bilang et al., 1999, and this report).
The addition of sequences derived from Rice Tungro Bacillifrom Virus (RTBV)
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containing an intron substantially enhanced the promoter activity in rice plants

(Klöti et al., 1999). It has been shown, that in monocots the inclusion of introns

into expression units often enhances gene expression (Koziel et al., 1996). For

both, the ubiquitin and the actin promoter, the fragments used include the first

exon and intron to enhance the expression.

To expand the repertoire of strong, constitutive promoters for the transformation

of monocots, a number of chimeric promoter / intron combinations were

assessed for their capability to drive high levels of expression in rice

protoplasts. The experiments were started with two constructs: The ubiquitin 1

promoter with the first exon and intron of the gene and the CaMV 35S promoter

with an RTBV intron. Both were found to drive similarly strong and constitutive

expression in rice. Both can be subdivided into 3 parts by DNA restriction:

1) The promoter including the transcription start

2) A splice donor part (SD) including some sequence of the first exon and

intron

3) The rest of the intron including the splice acceptor (SA) part.

All possible combinations to yield a promoter with a SD and an intron/SA were

constructed and used to drive a GUS reporter gene (fig. 4). A three letter code

was given to all the constructs which reflects their sequence composition: In first

place the promoter (U for ubiquitin or C for CaMV), in second place the SD (U

or R for RTBV) and in third place for the intron/SD (U or R). The original

constructs could therefore also be abbreviated as UUU or CRR.

Special features of some of the constructs are:

• From the RTBV leader/intron, translation starts in the first exon (in sORF1,

Fütterer et al., 1994), in contrast to the ubiquitin leader/intron, where

translation starts at the original GUS start codon.

• Similar to the CaMV genome, the RTBV genome has a terminator sequence

a short distance after the promoter, which can lead to "short stop" RNA (Klöti

et al., 1999). This terminator sequence is present in the 5' part of the RTBV

intron. A shorter version of the intron comprising only 3' sequences was

therefore also included in these experiments (CRRs).

• To correct a frame-shift produced by the fusion of the RTBV SD and the

ubiquitin intron/SA (constructs URU and CRU), a HindlW restriction site

located between the SA and the GUS start codon was cut, filled and re-

ligated (4 nucleotides are duplicated, constructs are termed "Hifi"). RTBV SD

and ubiquitin SA combinations without this correction should only lead to a

short nonfunctional peptide when translation is correctly initiated at the first

start-codon.
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The expression strength of these chimeric constructs was assayed in rice

protoplasts (fig. 5, table 1). The results were:

• In a comparison of the original constructs, UUU was clearly stronger than

CRR, although less than a factor two.

• The removal of the RTBV intron part containing the terminator sequence did

not improve the expression, but decreased it. CRRs remained only little

above the expression from the CaMV promoter alone (CXX).

• Any alterations or substitutions of the ubiquitin SD or intron/SA with RTBV

sequence only decreased expression from an ubiquitin promoter.

• Exchange of any RTBV sequence for ubiquitin sequence yielded

comparable expression (CRR vs. CUR) or substantially improved expression

from the CaMV promoter (CRUHifi 2.6 fold, CUU 4.7 fold).

• When the RTBV SD is exchanged by the ubiquitin SD, the difference

between short and long RTBV intron (URR / URRs and CRR / CRRs) was

decreased (CUR / CURs) or nearly eliminated (UUR / UURs).

• In SD + intron/SA combinations always the intron/SA part was important to

determine the strength of the promoter: URUHifi was comparable to

UUUHifi, URR to UUR, CRR to CUR and CUU to CRUHifi.

• URU and CRU were expressed at low, but significant levels. When

translation is initiated at the first ATG, no full-length protein can be

generated, nevertheless these constructs had approximately 10% of the

activity of the ones with in-frame splicing. This low expression could be

generated by translation initiation at the downstream (second) start codon, a

mechanism known as leaky scanning (Fütterer et al., 1994). Interestingly,
Fütterer et al. (1994) had also found approximately 10% translation initiation

at a downstream start codon in a construct similar to the ones used in the

present study.

• In a comparison of the expression leveles of constructs that differed only by
their promoters (table 1), the ratio of the expression (C/U ratio, e.g. from

constructs CRR/URR) consistently showed values around 4, regardless of

the sequence of the SD or intron/SA.

From these results it is possible to conclude that the CaMV promoter, which is

week in monocots on its own, can be substantially enhanced by an

heterologous leader/intron. However, the nature of the sequence is important
and can lead to different levels of enhancement. The underlying mechanisms

are unclear, as many parameters could be involved, e.g. the splicing efficiency,
mRNA stability, translation efficiency and the generation of aberrant splice

products. Short stop RNA in the case of RTBV sequences is noteworthy but

seems not to be a problem in combinations with the CaMV promoter (Klöti et al.,
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1999). In this work it could be shown, that in combination with RTBV sequences

and even more so with ubiquitin sequences, the CaMV 35S promoter leads to

strong transgene expression and therefore appears very suitable for cereal

transformation.
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Fig. 5: Transient expression of ß-glucuronidase in rice protoplasts

The transient expression of individual constructs is shown in percent of the mean expression

level of the ubiquitin promoter (UUU) The results shown are means of 1 to 3 experiments

(triplicates each), the standard deviation of approximately 30% of the mean is indicated by bars

SD/in Ubiquitin
promoter

CaMV

promoter

Ratio

C/U

-UU 100% 326 a) 33

40

26.8 b)

-RR 17 69

•• RRs 1 b) 20b]
-UR

-URs

15 75 49

15 53

19

37

-RU \4
^

50

-RUHifi 43 177 4 1

Table 1: Comparison between constructs differing only in the promoter sequence. Values

indicate mean transient expression per construct in percent of the reference UUU, for constructs

driven by either the ubiquitin or the CaMV promoter (compare to fig 5) The rightmost column

(Ratio C/U) indicates the expression ratio between comparable CaMV (C ) and ubiquitin
constructs (U ) a) The measured activity may be too low due to the saturation of expression

in protoplasts b) High variability of the results however, some of the independent experiments
show a C / U ratio of approximately 4

_
_ _
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2.2 Development of an expression unit to target proteins to the

endoplasmatic reticulum

A CaMV 35S promoter with a modified RTBV leader and intron has been

designed (CRR and CRRs, fig. 6), capable of targeting proteins to the

endoplasmatic reticulum (ER), and from there, by the default pathway, to the

apoplastic space (Denecke et ai., 1990). As targeting signal, the N-terminal 31

amino acids of the barley seed ß-1,3-glucanase were used. This glucanase is

naturally exported to the apoplast. The first 28 amino-acids are cleaved off upon

translocation into the ER (fig. 6). The RTBV intron was chosen for two reasons:

First, because of its expression enhancing properties, at least in rice (Klöti et al.,

1999, and this work) and second, because the intron interrupts the cloned open

reading frame. This is important, because it was intended to use the vector to

express proteins with potential toxicity to E.coli. Interruption of the coding

sequence by an intron prevents protein production from transcripts generated

by the 35S promoter in bacteria (Assaad and Signer, 1990).

Four variants of this vector were compared using ß-glucuronidase (GUS) as a

reporter (fig. 6). These variants have a "long" or "short" RTBV derived intron and

the first exons encode the signal peptide (sp; constructs "sp-CRR" or "sp-

CRRs", producing spGUS) or not ("CRR" or "CRRs", producing cytoplasmatic

GUS). The vector with the long intron causes a five to seven fold higher

CRR and CRRs:

MAQ GQAS MVR...

sp-CRR and sp-CRRs:

MARKDVASMFAVALFIGAFAAVPTSVQS / IGVQ GQAS MVR...

Fig. 6: Constructs to test the functionality of the protein targeting signal. The original

plasmid CRR containing a GUS gene driven by a CaMV 35S promoter and RTBV intron, and a

CRR derivative with shorter RTBV intron (CRRs, see fig 4) were altered by introducing the

coding sequence for barley seed ß-1,3-glucanase signal peptide (black box) for protein targeting

to the endoplasmatic reticulum. The deduced aminoacid sequence is indicated below the

Plasmids, the signal peptide is underlined, the cleavage site indicated by a slash
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Fig. 7: Transient ß-glucuronidase expression in transfected rice protoplasts. The inhibitor

of N-glycosylation tunicamycin was added to the medium (+) or not (-) MU: Methylumbelliferone

cytoplasmatic GUS expression than the one with the short intron (fig. 7). To

prove the effective targeting of GUS to the ER, the fact was used, that bacterial

ß-glucuronidase protein is inactivated in the ER by N-glycosylation and possibly

also by miss-folding. N-glycosylation can be blocked by the specific inhibitor

tunicamycin. For successful targeted spGUS only very little or no activity can be

expected, but the activity should be restored in the presence of tunicamycin

(Denecke et al., 1990). This was exactly the result obtained in transfected

protoplasts: Irrespective of the length of the intron, spGUS activity was

drastically reduced (fig. 7). In the presence of tunicamycin, spGUS activity
increased 36-fold, while expression of cytoplasmatic GUS was reduced by
about 10%, presumably due to the toxic effect of tunicamycin. It is noteworthy
that for the gene with short intron and signal peptide the expression is restored

by tunicamycin to a level similar to that of the same gene without signal peptide
and without tunicamycin, whereas for the long intron the expression was

restored only to about 25%. Possibly the capacity limit of the protein export or

folding machinery was reached in this transient assay. These results show that

protein expression and targeting to the ER is efficient with the designed vectors.
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2.3 Geminivirus sequences as bidirectional transcription termination /

polyadenylation signals

2.3.1 Introduction

Promoters are the major determinants of specificity and amount of gene

expression, and they are responsible for transcription initiation. Other

sequences are responsible for transcription termination and polyadenylation of

nascent mRNA (termed terminators). Transcription termination on the one hand,

which refers to the pausing and dissociation of the polymerase complex, and

cleavage/polyadenylation on the other hand, are thought to be two distinct

processes, which are mediated by their own regulatory sequences, at least in

fission-yeast (Aranda and Proudfoot, 1999). Such detailed work, however, has

not been reported in plants. Only little is known on transcription termination and

polyadenylation in plants (Rothnie, 1996) and only a small number of

terminators have been thoroughly characterized. Therefore very few different

terminators are commonly used in plant biotechnology, namely the CaMV

terminator, or terminators derived from the Agrobacterium genes nos or ocs.

These sequences seem to function reasonably well in all plant species tested

so far.

The aim of the following part of the work was to investigate the usefulness of

novel sequences derived from geminiviruses, for their capability to allow high

transgene expression in plants. Novel terminator sequences could be

interesting for several reasons:

• For more and more purposes, several transgenes are expressed together in

single plants, as in this work. It is believed that sequence repetitions should

be avoided where possible, especially for transcribed sequences, to

guarantee stable and durable gene expression (Vaucheret et al., 1998).

• Terminators are important determinants of gene expression levels, most

likely by modulating mRNA stability. Different terminators can lead to a

variation of expression in a range of two orders of magnitude (An et al.,

1989; Ingelbrecht et al., 1989; Koziel et al., 1996),

• Transcription termination and cleavage/polyadenylation are most likely two

distinct events in plants (Aranda and Proudfoot, 1999; Rothnie, 1996). It has

not been investigated if currently used terminators are also efficient

transcription terminators. As transferred sequences most often consist of

several tightly packed genes, it seems essential that polyadenylation signals

also contain transcription termination signals to avoid read-through into

neighbouring sequences. Transcription into expression units from outside is
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Fig. 8: Geminivirus genomes of African Cassava Mosaic Virus (ACMV), Maize Streak

Virus (MSV) and Wheat Dwarf Virus (WDV). Location and orientation of ORFs are indicated

by arrows, possible transcripts by thin lines with black boxes for putative 'TATA-box signals

and gray boxes for possible polyadenylation signals The position of the sequence used as

putative polyadenylation signals in chimeric constructs is indicated Defined functions of ORFs

are assigned ACMV has a bipartite genome from which only genome A is shown, whereas the

other viruses have monopartite genomes WDV has an ORF which lacks an ATG start codon

(C1 ) that is represented as dashed arrow
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Plants
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[b]

CaMV

'panr-rrr.rnaftRRnrACC^niTCHCUCUCUÄCAfiÄüCOAUCÜCUCUCÜAUftAURAUGUGUGAGUAGIJüCC

CAGAUAAGGGAAUUAGGGUUCÜÜAUAGGGDUÜCGCÜCAUGUGOOGAGCAUAUAAGAAACCCUÜAGUAUGU

auüügoauuuguaaaauacdücuauc[Äauaaa|äoüucuaauuccEBI

[c]

WDV: virion strand

AGCAGUACUCCGUGGUGGUGUUACUGGUGACAGUGCCUCUACGGCGU

UUGAUGUUGUAUGUGCCUAUACGCACGCGUGUUAUUUCAAAGCCAUC

GGCAUUCAGTjJAÄUAAAKuAAUAqUiroAUTJUAUCUCAUGUCAUUCGAU

UACAGAGGCUCGGCUACGAGCAAAGACAAACCAAAUUAUAACAAACA

ACAACCCUUACACAAUGACAUCGGAAAACGAAAUACAACACCCUGAG

AUAUUACAUUUAUAGAAACUGUACGCCGUCCGCUCUAG

Fig. 9: Elements of plant polyadenylation signals, fa] Schematic representation of a plant

polyadenylation signal. Cleavage site(s) are indicated by arrowheads, sequences often

represented in the functional elements (no consensus sequences could be defined) are

indicated. FUE: Far Upstream Element, enhance overall processing efficiency; NUE(s): Near

Upstream Element(s), essential part of the signal [b] Schematic representation of the CaMV

polyadenylation signal: Cleavage site as black box, NUE as white box, FUE is underlined.

UUUGUA motifs (and close derivatives) are indicated, [c] WDV sequence (virion strand) as

used as bidirectional polyadenylation signal. AAUAAA consensus NUEs for both directions are

boxed and stretches of high U content underlined (potential FUE), The cleavage sites were not

mapped, [a] and [b] are reproduced from Rothnie, 1996.
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known to influence gene expression, e.g. by promoter occlusion

(transcription into promoter sequences, Greger et al., 1998) or by antisense

RNA generation (e.g. Paszty and Lurquin, 1990).

• Expression of constructs randomly integrated in a genome usually leads to a

wide variation of gene expression, a fact known as "position effect". This

effect may in part be due to the preferred integration of transgenes into

actively transcribed genomic genes (Herman et al., 1990), potentially

causing the problems of occlusion or antisense RNA production as already

discussed above. A possibility to reduce transcription into transgene

sequences would be to flank sequences with terminators (Fütterer, 1995;

Ingelbrecht et al., 1991; Kumpatla et al., 1998) or, alternatively, to use

bidirectional terminators. Bidirectional terminators would also potentially

allow the use of one terminator for two convergent transgenes, thus

reducing the number of sequence elements in a chimeric construct,

In short, a novel terminator should at best be an efficient polyadenylation and

transcription termination signal. It should not contain destabilizing sequences,

and it should be bidirectional. Due to their unique genome organization (fig, 8,

fig. 9, fig. 10a) we assumed, that sequences derived from geminiviruses could

fulfill all these requirements.

2.3.2 Efficiency of geminivirus terminators for gene expression in transfected

protoplasts

For the analysis of terminator sequences, 14 different expression cassettes

were constructed containing a ß-glucuronidase (GUS) open reading frame

(ORF) under the transcriptional control of either the maize ubiquitin 1 promoter

(including its first exon and intron) or the rice actin 1 promoter (also with first

exon and intron), and containing different terminators (fig. 10). The terminators

were derived from the CaMV 35S/19S transcription unit (fig. 9 and fig. 10a) or

comprised the small intergenic region (SIR) of the A component of African

cassava mosaic virus (ACMV), of wheat dwarf virus (WDV), or of maize streak

virus (MSV) (fig. 8 and fig. 9). The geminivirus terminators were inserted in both

orientations. Expression efficiency was assayed in transfected rice protoplasts

(fig. 10). All expression cassettes with geminivirus or CaMV terminators were

found to produce similar levels of GUS activities. Compared to the CaMV

terminator, at most two-fold higher or 50% lower activities could be obtained

with geminivirus terminators. For the ubiquitin promoter, the orientation of the

terminator was not important. For the actin promoter, slightly higher expression

was observed for constructs with the WDV or ACMV terminator in
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Fig. 10: Transient expression of ß-glucuronidase in rice protoplasts with constructs

containing different polyadenylation signals, [a] Schematic representation of the genome

organisation of Geminiviruses and CaMV Geminivirus genomes consist of one (two) circular

molecule of single stranded DNA Virion strand (v) and complementary strand (c) transcripts

(arrows) originate in the common large intergenic region (LIR) and end in the small intergenic

region (SIR) The CaMV genome is a double stranded circular DNA molecule with two

promoters (19S, 35S), each producing one major transcript, and a common polyadenylation
signal (black box) [b] Construct design used for protoplast transformation Either a maize

ubiquitin 1 or rice actin 1 promoter including its native first exon and intron (exon as wide box)
controls the expression of the GUS coding sequence The polyadenylation signal is derived

from CaMV or from either of the three geminiviruses presented before [c] Transient expression

of ß-glucuronidase The expression is shown in comparison to constructs with a CaMV

polyadenylation signal, in white for constructs with actin promoter and in grau with ubiquitin

promoter Geminivirus derived sequences were used in both directions (v/c) Results shown are

means of three independent experiments, standard deviations ate indicated
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virion-sense (v) orientation as compared to the complementary-sense (c)
orientation. The results show that the RNA 3'ends generated at the geminivirus

terminators function as efficiently in gene expression as those generated by the

CaMV terminator, i.e. they seem not to contain destabilizing sequences or

interfere otherwise with transient gene expression.

2.3.3 The WDV SIR as bidirectional terminator in convergent transcription
units: Construct design

One potential usefulness of geminivirus terminators would be to terminate two

convergent genes with a single sequence element, as stated above. To test the

effects of a geminivirus terminator in the situation of convergent, potentially

overlapping transcription, a number of gene expression constructs with such

transcription units were prepared: Convergent genes for GUS, driven by the

[a]

[b]

[c]

ö> hpt :3

GUS Bi LUG
.

HF^ ^ UmarJ
m

Ubi * Act

#1
CaMV 35S

W

#2
CaMV 35S

llfd

#3
no poly-A

#4
WDV

r

IvarJ-J—-> »!H
I

#5 Ubi-GUS-CaMV35S

#6 Act - LUC - CaMV35S

Fig. 11: Constructs to assess the bidirectional nature of the WDV terminator region.

[a] Cassette containing the selectable marker gene hpt for hygromycin B selection used in

stable transformation experiments, [b] Convergent genes constructs containing an ubiquitin

promoter driven GUS gene and a actin promoter driven LUC gene. The variable intergenic

region consists of a CaMV polyadenylation signal in either direction (#1 and #2), no

polyadenylation signal (#3) or the WDV derived terminator (#4). Constructs are flanked by
matrix associated region (MAR) elements, [c] Reference single gene constructs with CaMV

polyadenylation signal.
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maize ubiquitin promoter (UbiGUS), and firefly luciferase (LUC) driven by the

rice actin promoter (ActLUC), were separated either by the unidirectional CaMV

terminator in both possible orientations (fig. 11, constructs #1 and #2), no

terminator (#3), or the WDV terminator (#4). For comparison, the same genes

terminated by the CaMV terminator were also used as single gene constructs

(#5 and #6).

2.3.4 The WDV SIR is as efficient to terminate both of two convergent

transcription units as the CaMV sequence is for one

In several experiments, reporter gene expression of constructs #4, #5 and #6

was compared (table 2): Transient expression experiments, using particle

bombardment of rice suspension cells, confirmed the activity of the WDV

terminator determined earlier in unidirectional constructs: Genes with the WDV

terminator were expressed similarly or even better than those with the CaMV

terminator. Similar results were observed in stably transformed callus lines. On

average, the expression of GUS (ubiquitin promoter) terminated either with

WDV or with CaMV sequence was comparable. The expression of ActLUC with

either terminator was similar as well, although clearly lower with WDV sequence

on average. These results are means of a number of individual transformation

events. To study the effects in individual transformed lines, approximately 90

callus lines were produced from each construct and analyzed for reporter gene

expression. The results show a perfect match in the distribution of expression

level generated by the individual constructs, which was dependent on the

promoter, but totally independent from the terminator (fig, 12). These results

show the apparent functional identity of the WDV terminator and the CaMV

terminator for gene expression.

#4 GUS #4 Luc

transient:

200"pptransient 1" 90

"Oc 3" 375 73

average transient 233% 137%

stable:

"Oc 3" 74 [ 50

"Oc 1
"

155 47

"TP309" 103 69

55%average stable 111%

Table 2: Transient and stable expression of reporter genes from the bidirectional

expression cassette #4. Values are indicated in percent of the mean of single gene reference

constructs (#5 and #6) expression that was defined as 100%. The results of 4 experiments are

shown. Experiment Oc 3 was used to generate results for transient and stable expression.
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Fig. 12: Comparison of expression level distribution in stably transformed TP309 callus

lines. Construct #4 with convergent GUS and LUC genes terminated with the WDV SIR (black

diamonds) was compared with single gene constructs (open diamonds) with either the GUS

only (#5, left panel) or the LUC gene only (#6, right panel) Only those lines expressing either of

the reporters above background level are shown Dependent lines are included. The expression

level is shown in arbitrary units, for each construct the lines were sorted according to their

expression level and distributed along the x-axis.

2.3.5 Is the WDV SIR also efficient for transcription termination? Observations

from transformation experiments with convergent gene constructs

Knowing that the WDV SIR is able to lead to high gene expression in transient

as well as in stable expression, it seemed important to assess its capability to

also stop transcription. Constructs #1 and #2 would simulate antisense

transcription from a putative 3' genomic promoter into an integrated transgene,

which has a normal, unidirectional polyadenylation signal. We were also

interestedto know to what extend the generation of aberrant antisense RNA (no

regular 3' processing of the RNA) would lead to unstable gene expression (or

silencing) in short or medium term. Therefore construct #3 (no terminator) was

included, since it is well known, that anti-sense RNA production reduces sense

expression (Vaucheret et al., 1998); furthermore double stranded RNA (dsRNA)
is known to induce gene silencing (Waterhouse et al., 1998). Eventually, these

adverse effects were expected to occur for constructs #1-3, but not for #4, if

transcription termination occurs. To estimate this possibility, the expression of
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gene activity of constructs #1 to #4 (two convergent reporter genes, fig 11) was compared in

transient expression using protoplast PEG transformation or cell suspension bombardment The

activity of GUS (gray columns) and LUC (white) is shown as percentage of the bidirectionally
terminated construct #4 The results are means of 5 independent experiments (protoplasts) or 8

shots (bombarded) The standard deviation is indicated

experiment;
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85 5 8 100

Oc3 78 27 9
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average bomb 72 22 10 56 6 fioo 100

stable; Oc 3 96

(16)a

26 34 671 36 7 100 100

stable: Oc 1

stable: TP309

(57)a J31)a (7)a 16 6

47

20

100

100

100

106 18 (37)b (263
67

70

40

100

average stable 1021 22 34 100

Table 3: Reporter gene activity driven by convergent genes constructs. Results of

transient (24h) and stable (>3 weeks) expression of ß-glucuronidase (GUS) and firefly luciferase

(LUC) in percent of the bi-directional construct #4 (WDV terminator sequence) a) Plasmids #1

and #2 were probably mixed up during transformation, not included in the average b) not

included in average, few clones only pp protoplast transformation bomb bombardment
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the convergent genes constructs was compared repeatedly, in transient

expression systems, as well as in stable transformed callus lines (table 3). The

experiments were performed in four variations:

• Transient expression in rice protoplasts by PEG mediated transformation

(transient 1-6)

» Transient expression by particle bombardment of rice "Oc" cells (Oc 2/3)
• Bombardment (together with a selectable marker gene) of Oc cells and

selection for stable transformation events forming callus. Protein extracts

from small parts of the culture plate (Oc 1), or from the whole plate (Oc 3,

same experiment as Oc 3 in transient) were made and analyzed for the

reporter gene activity. In both experiments each measurement most likely

reveals the average of an undefined number of transformation events, as the

transformation frequency for Oc cells was so high, that it was hardly possible
to pick single colonies with certainty (fig. 14).

• Transformation of rice TP309 to yield callus lines in order to analyze

expression levels generated by individual transformation events.

Surprisingly, in transient expression, the CaMV terminated UbiGUS or ActLUC

genes both were only slightly affected by the presence of a second, convergent,

Fig. 14: Expression of ß-glucuronidase in bombarded rice suspension. Rice "Oc"

suspension culture bombarded without [a] or with [b] plasmid DNA coding for GUS. Transient

expression was revealed after 20h by staining, [c] Stably transformed suspension cells forming
individual colonies 3 weeks after bombardment, plated on selective medium and stained on the

plate for GUS-expression. Individual colonies are clearly distinguishable in most cases. Size

bars: [a]/[b]: 1mm, [c]: 1cm.
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non-terminated gene. At most a 2.5 fold reduction of expression compared to #4

was observed. The non-terminated genes of a pair were usually expressed with

lower, but still considerable efficiency of ten to twenty percent (fig. 13, table 3).
Two exceptions to this were found in the experiments transient 2/3 (table 3),
where the expression pattern was reversed for construct #2, with the non-

terminated gene being expressed 2.5 fold higher than the terminated one.

In the construct lacking a terminator, GUS was expressed at a similar or only

slightly reduced level compared to construct #2, whereas LUC expression was

further reduced 2 fold when compared to #1. Except for the high GUS activity of

#2 in protoplasts, the two transient expression systems gave the same results.

Antisense transcription reduced the expression by about 50% for terminated,

but also for terminator-less genes. Genes without terminators are nevertheless

expressed at ten to twenty percent. In general the LUC gene seems more

susceptible to destabilization.

Callus lines expressing stably integrated genes, showed in general the same

results as those obtained in transient expression experiments. The expression
of the terminated genes was only slightly affected by the non-terminated gene

and the expression of the terminated gene was higher than the non-terminated

one (2 to 5 fold). The difference with the results of the transient experiments

was a general increase (relative to #4) in activity of the terminated reporter

genes (#1 and #2) and of both genes in the terminator-less construct #3. This

finding was surprising, since according to other reports (Angell and Baulcombe,

1997, Waterhouse et al., 1998), where double stranded RNA could efficiently
induce gene silencing, a reduced average gene expression should be expected.

Several aspects indicate that gene expression may in part or even

predominantly derive from truncated, incomplete copies of the construct; The

gene expression of a non-terminated gene in either of the constructs can be as

high as the average expression of a terminated gene (fig. 15 and fig. 16). In

such clones, the non-terminated genes are most likely terminated by an

endogenous terminator in the vicinity of the insertion site (terminator trapping).
Truncated copies would neither produce antisense of the converging gene, nor

be a possible template for transcription from a convergent gene. If gene

expression is predominantly driven from incomplete gene copies, antisense

effects are likely to be small or absent. Southern blots of the TP309 transgenic
lines supported this hypothesis, since hardly any clone had a single copy

integration pattern, and most of the clones had many bands representing

rearranged copies hybridizing to the probes (GUS, LUC and hpt, not shown).

Nevertheless, a difference in the stability of the gene expression in a longer
term could be expected for individual lines. It should reflect the supposed
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Fig. 15: Expression in stable transformed rice Oc cells (Experiment stable "Oc" 1). GUS

and LUC activity of transformed cell samples for the constructs with convergent genes (#1 to

#4) and the single gene reference constructs (#5 and #6). The individual sample activities are

shown as crosses on a logarithmic scale (left), the average of all samples per construct as

columns (GUS grey, LUC white) on a linear scale (right) All values in percent of the relevant

single gene reference construct average.

*): Constructs #1 and #2 have most probably been mixed up during transformation.

decreased stability of gene expression in those clones that do contain a

complete functional copy of the constructs. TP309 derived callus lines were

therefore propagated for six months and the expression of both reporter genes

was measured repeatedly. Changes in the expression levels were, however,

very rare and occurred with about equal frequency for all constructs, including
constructs with only one reporter gene, i.e. they were not dependent on the

intrinsic antisense transcription of some constructs. It is possible that silencing
has been established in some lines very fast, so that already at the first
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Fig. 16: Gene expression in stably transformed rice TP309 cells. GUS and LUC activity of

independent transformed callus lines for the constructs with convergent genes (#1 to #4). The

individual line activities are shown as crosses on a logarithmic scale (left), the average of all

lines per construct as columns (GUS grey, LUC white) on a linear scale (right). All values are

shown in percent of construct #4.

measured time-point (six weeks after bombardment), expression was abolished.

To analyze the involvement of DNA methylation in such a potential silencing,
callus lines were also cultivated in the presence of the methylation inhibitor

5-Azacytidine. However, no striking changes in expression could be observed

(results not shown). This suggests that DNA methylation is not a major
determinant of the expression levels in these transgenic lines.

2.3.6 Transformation efficiency

One possibility to explain why stronger effects of antisense RNA could not be

seen in stable clones, may be that individual cells expressing sense and

antisense RNA do not further develop to colonies and therefore remain

undetectable in stable transformation experiments. This could e.g. be a
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TP309
a

plasmid total ind / test Ocb

#1 39

43

21 (39)

16 (34)

137

#2 55

#3 38

88""

20 (38) 103

#4 29 (33) 352

#5 95 - 71

#6 91 - -

Table 4: Differences in transformation efficiency. Values come from the transformation

experiments presented before (TP309, fig 16 and Oc, fig 15) a) Number of regenerated callus

lines, total number and number of independent lines (number tested in brackets) as shown by

Southern blot b) Number of colonies per petn dish staining for ß-glucuronidase expression

3 weeks after transformation The numbers are mean values of two plates

#1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 #1 cut #3 cut #4 cut

Fig. 17: Total volume of cells growing on selective medium 3 weeks after bombardment.

The results of four independent experiments are shown Egual volumes of cells were

bombarded with a mixture of linearized plasmid and resistance gene DNA, and were streaked

on selective plates 3 weeks later, cells were washed down and the volume estimated #1 to #4

convergent genes construct, #1 to #3 are supposed to produce antisense RNA, #5 / #6 single

gene constructs, #1, #3 and #4 were also cut in the LUC coding sequence to prevent the

formation of antisense RNA (#1 cut, #3 cut and #4 cut, respectively) Each column represents

the average of 4 bombardments, the standard deviation is indicated Results are shown in

percent of #4
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consequence of a cellular surveillance system that detects either double-

stranded RNA (Fire et al., 1998) or stalled RNA polymerase complexes

(Ljungman et al., 1999). Such systems are known from other eukaryotic cells

where they are involved in mounting the defense against pathogens or in

assuring repair of damaged DNA; in both cases, cell proliferation is stopped.

From the stable transformation experiments, some indications led us to

assume, that the transformation efficiency with constructs producing antisense

RNA might indeed be reduced (table 4).

• The number of regenerated TP309 clones was higher (2 fold) for constructs

#4-6 (WDV SIR and single gene reference constructs) than for constructs

#1-3, that are supposed to produce antisense RNA. For each construct, a

number of clones was subjected to Southern blot analysis to determine

independent transgenic lines. Construct #4 produced a higher number of

clones with a higher percentage of independent transformation events (87%

vs. 48%-54%, table 4, Southern blot not shown).

• Another line of evidence came from stable transformation of Oc cells

(Experiment of fig. 15). At the time samples were taken from the selective

plates for reporter gene analysis, 2 plates were stained for each construct

for GUS expression and expressing colonies were counted. Construct #4

produced by far (factor 2 to 3) the highest number of staining colonies.

The significance of the results presented above is difficult to evaluate, because

during transformation, no particular emphasis was put on equal transformation

conditions for all constructs, therefore, small variations could easily have effects

in the order of a factor 2 to 3. A second round of transformation experiments

was initiated specifically to address the transformation frequency of different

constructs: Oc cell suspensions were bombarded and plated on selective

medium for 3 weeks. The volumes of the resulting callus material were

estimated and compared (fig. 17). Four different experiments, each including 4

bombarded plates per construct, showed that in these experiments there was

no difference in transformation frequency among the constructs. The results

indicate (although, not surprisingly, there was quite some variance) that it might

even be that constructs #4, #5 and #6 have a reduced transformation

frequency, as compared to the terminator-less construct #3.

2.3.7 Discussion and conclusions

The transient expression experiments with single genes terminated with either

of the geminivirus terminators showed that these sequences have the potential

to function as efficient polyadenylation signals. Transformation with constructs
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harboring two convergent transcription units separated by the WDV SIR

sequence has shown that this sequence is functionally comparable with the

CaMV terminator for high gene expression in stably transformed rice callus lines

as well. It seems that the WDV sequence is an efficient bidirectional

polyadenylation signal, since the functional identity with CaMV was shown for

two different convergent genes simultaneously. However, in order to use the

WDV SIR sequence as bidirectional terminator, the sequence should not only

be an efficient bidirectional polyadenylation signal, but also an effective

bidirectional transcription termination signal. Only effective transcription

termination of both convergent genes would suppress the simultaneous

generation of sense and anti-sense RNA, which could, at least in the long term,

lead to destabilization of transgene expression (silencing). We wanted to

assess if the WDV SIR is a bidirectional transcription terminator by showing that

a) both genes should be expressed as well as in the single gene reference

constructs and b) better than constructs designed to form antisense RNA on

purpose. Both requirements were fulfilled, although not completely. Considering

point a), the expression was indeed comparable to the single gene reference

constructs, although on average, one of the genes terminated by the WDV SIR

consistently showed lower expression (ActLUC). Considering point b), the WDV

terminated genes were expressed better than genes that produced antisense

on purpose in one case (LUC expression of #4 was better than that of #2), but

very comparable in the other case (GUS expression of #1 was as good than

that of #4). The cause of these results is not clear, since:

• The constructs supposed to produce antisense RNA were not tested by
RNase protection assay to identify antisense RNA. It is possible that the

polymerases transcribing from both sides towards the intergenic region
collide somewhere between both genes and stop transcription or are

displaced from the DNA template, or possibly the ORFs of GUS and LUC

have cryptic polyadenylation signal(s) that are recognized when transcribed

in antisense orientation.

• Terminator sequences not only code for polyadenylation (and possibly

transcription termination), but they may also be important to determine the

half life of the mRNA, and therefore gene expression levels. Turnover of

mRNAs including CaMV or WDV sequence may differ significantly. This

aspect, however, was not analyzed.

• The transformation system used was a limiting factor. Rice transformation by

particle bombardment rarely produces single copy integration of the

transgene but usually generates complicated patterns of integration with

truncated and rearranged copies. This was in fact the case in most cell lines
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analyzed by Southern blot in this work. The expression from aberrant copies

could potentially mask any effect that could have been observed on

complete copies. Agrobacterium mediated transformation would be the

method of choice, as it has become applicable also to rice (Hiei et al., 1994)

with a good transformation efficiency, and a high frequency of complete

copy integration.

In general, the tested WDV SIR (and probably the other geminivirus sequences

as well) are good polyadenylation signals and can be used to terminate

individual genes. Possibly the WDV SIR is also a bidirectional transcription

termination signal and could therefore be used to terminate two convergent

genes simultaneously.

2.4 Transient system to assess the anti-fungal potential of genes on

E.graminis with wheat coleoptiles

Improving disease resistance of wheat is an important goal of breeding

throughout the world. As wheat has become amenable to genetic engineering,

this relative recent technology could help to attain the goals defined by

breeders. The number of genes possibly involved in tolerance or resistance is

steadily increasing, in part because cloning and sequencing has become more

simple over the years, but also because it is believed that genes involved in

resistance are also functinal in species other than the species of origin.

Therefore the choice of candidate genes for genetic engineering is growing

steadily. But actually not all of them can be transformed into wheat to assess

their benefit, because at the moment, wheat transformation is reliable, but not

efficient and fast enough to handle large numbers of different genes. Therefore

a simple and fast system would be desirable to screen candidate genes.

To study such plant-fungus interactions in cereals, one system has proven to be

quite successful: Bushnell et al. (1967) proposed a barley system consisting of

the powdery mildew causing pathogen Erysiphe graminis f.sp. hordei growing

on the inner epidermis of barley coleoptiles. This plant tissue is as good to

support growth of the fungus as detached leaves, but it has the advantage that

it is easy to isolate as a homogeneous monolayer. Epidermis from leaf is

difficult to isolate and whole leaves cause problems for the observation of

intracellular fungal structure development. Powdery mildew has good

germination efficiency and a short and synchronized life cycle of approximately

96 hours. This system should therefore be suitable to detect any changes of

fungal development due to alterations in the plant-fungus interactions.
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Toyoda et al. (1990) reported transient expression of ß-glucuronidase in cells of

barley coleoptile inner epidermis after microinjection of the GUS gene. Our

objective was to use this system to express potential anti-fungal genes in wheat

coleoptile tissue. Attempts to isolate inner epidermis tissue were successful with

coleoptiles from 7 days old seedlings, but not with younger seedlings. At 7 days,

the inner epidermis naturally detaches from other cell layers and can be isolated

with two incisions along each of the two vascular bundles (fig. 18a-g).

Incubation of isolated epidermis with Fluorescein-diacetate confirmed that

tissue with intact appearance consists of living cells. Efforts to transform this

tissue by microinjection were disappointing. Our objective was to inject the cells

from "inside", the side which is not cutinized, in order not to disturb the surface

that eventually would have been infected by the fungus. Injection was not

possible from this side. It was not possible to penetrate these cells even when

the pressure on the needle to penetrate the cell was increased up to the point of

the needle tip to rupture. It seems that this tissue is not strong enough to give

the required counter-pressure to penetrate two adjacent cell walls. On cross

sections of coleoptile inner epidermis (fig. 18c) it is visible that the inner

epidermis detaches from the rest of the coleoptile by lysis of the underlying cell

layer, rather than by dissolving the middle lamella. Penetrating the cells from

the cuticle side was not attempted, because wax/cutin clog the injection needles

during penetration (A. Gisel, personal communication).

Subsequent efforts were devoted to particle bombardment. The target was the

same tissue, but coleoptile half-pipes taped in order to remain open and expose

the inner epidermis were used (fig. 18k). Conditions established for rice or

wheat embryo bombardment were also successful to obtain coleoptile cells

transiently expressing reporter genes. Two different reporter gene systems

were used: The GUS gene (Jefferson, 1987) or the R/C1 genes for anthocyan

regulation (Ludwig et al., 1990). Although both reporter gene systems were

equally efficient to generate transient expression in pre-cultured wheat

Fig. 18: Transient expression in wheat coleoptile cells, a) Cross section through the

coleoptile of 4 days old a wheat seedling. The coleoptile consists of several cell layers and two

distinct vascular bundles, enclosing the first leaf, b) As in [a], but from a 7 days old seedling.
The coleoptile encloses the first and second leaf; the inner epidermis of the coleoptile detaches

from the rest of the organ to form two cavities, c) Detail of [b] to show the detached inner

coleoptile epidermis, d-g) Isolated epidermis incubated with fluorescein-diacetate. Damaged

(d/f) and intact (e/g) tissue as seen with UV illumination (d/e) or transmission light (f/g).

h) Transient expression of ß-glucuronidase revealed by staining one day after bombardment of

pre-cultured wheat immature embryos, i) Accumulation of anthocyan in embryos one day after

bombardment with anthocyan regulatory genes R/C1. j) Close up view of [i] showing individual

cells accumulating anthocyan in the vacuole, k/l) Coleoptile half taped open and stained with X-

gluc to reveal ß-glucuronidase expression one day after bombardment
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immature embryos (fig. 18h-l), the GUS reporter gene was superior for transient

expression in coleoptile cells and resulted in five to ten expressing cells per

bombarded coleoptile. Anthocyan production in epidermal cells seems to be too

low and was only detected in rare cases.

The number of expressing cells per treatment was considered too low to obtain

statistically meaningful data without significant labor input. Since the main task

of the project involved wheat transformation with genes that have shown anti¬

fungal activity in other systems, we stopped the development of a transient

system. It was, however, continued in the frame of the Swiss wheat

biotechnology program at the University of Zurich. There, a similar project using

powdery mildew infected leaves of wheat seedlings transiently co-expressing a

candidate gene and GUS had already been successful. That system has been

used to evaluate the anti-fungal potential of several genes so far, including

barley seed chitinase and wheat ß-1,3-glucanase (Schweizer et al., 1999).
Other systems have also been published so far: One uses bombarded

coleoptile inner epidermis from barley for the transient co-expression of the

gene of interest and genes for anthocyan regulation(Bushnell et al., 1998,

Nelson and Bushnell, 1997). This system was used to evaluate the effect of a

rice chitinase, an alfalfa ß-1,3-glucanase and a barley RIP redirected to the

apoplast. A third system was described (Shirasu et al., 1999), where barley
leaves from seedlings were used and the gene of interest co-bombarded with

the GFP gene (Green Fluorescent Protein). Until now this system has been

used to study the function of the MLO gene of barley, but it could easily be

adapted to assess other anti-fungal genes. In all three published systems

transient reporter gene transformation efficiency was between five and fifteen

expressing cells per leaf/coleoptile, a value comparable to our own results.

2.5 Wheat transformation

Wheat has been the last of the four major cereals (barley, corn, rice, wheat) to

be transformed by genetic engineering. Reasons for the late success for cereals

in general, and wheat in particular, are:

a) Agrobacterium mediated transformation was not possible until recently
because cereals are not natural hosts of this pathogen.

b) It is until now not possible to regenerate cereal leaf protoplasts into fertile

plants. Regeneration of protoplasts derived from suspension cultures is labor

intensive, lasts long time and often (with wheat always) led to non-self-fertile

plants.
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year Reference tis
a)
me

b) sel agent sel gene eff c)
esc

cl> 2nd gene remark

1991

1992"

Vasiletal 1991 s b kanamycin npt2 uidA/EPSPS callus

Vasiletal 1992 c b basta bar 90% uidA

1993 Vasiletal 1993 e b

b

PPT bar 1 3% 80% uidA

Weeks et al 1993 e PPT bar 0 2°o 0% uidA

1994 Becker et al 1994 e b PPT bar 0 7% 90% uidA

i | (3 7%) 0% uidA

Heetal 1994 s P PPT bar uidA sterile plants

Nehraetal 1994 e b PPT bar 0 7% 60% uidA

qeneticin npt2
'

1 7% 20% uidA

1995 Zhou et al 1995 e

e

b glyphosate CP4 GOX <1% uidA

1996 Altpeter et al 1996b b ! bialaphos bar 0 3%
s

HMW GS var Bobwhite

Altpeteretal 1996ai e b bialaphos bar 2% 50% uidA

Blechl 1996 e b bialaphos I bar 0 5% 50% HMW GS var Bobwhite

Karunaratne 1996 e b PPT bar (2 9%) 15% BYMV CP var Hartog

Muller et a! 1996 s P geneticin npt2 callus

Ortiz et al 1996 e b hygromycm B hpt 5 5% 60%

PPT bar 2 6°o 75% uidA

1997 Barroetal 1997 | e b

a

PPT bar 0 9% HMW GS var Olympic x Gabo

Cheng et al 1997 e qeneticin npt2 1 5% uidA 35% single copy

De Blocketal 1997 e b PPT bar 1%

0 1 D

Barnase var Pavon

Dobrzanska 1997 e b PPT bar uidA

Takumi 1997 e b bialaphos bar 0 2% uidA var Haruhikan

04% I var Chinese Sprmq

1 4% var Akadaruma

1 7% var Norm 12

1998 Barro et al 1998 e/i b PPT qeneticin bar/npt2 (2%) uidA

Chen et al 1998 e b bialaphos bar Chitinase var Bobwhite

Leckbandetal 199£ e b PPT bai sts var Veery

Lorzetal 1998 e b

b

b

PPT bar 1% uidA

Stogeretal 1998 e PPT [ bar 1% r
.

50%

uidA /GNA var Bobwhite

Witrzens et al 1998 e qeneticin npt2 0 6% uidA

bialaphos bar 0 3% 95%

e

paramomycin npt2 1 2% 10%

1999 Altpeteretal 1999 b bialaphos bar 1 5% BTI CMe var Bobwhite

Bliffeldetal 1999 e b PPT bar 0 7% Chi/RIP var Bobwhite

Chen et al 1999 e b PPT bar tip var Bobwhite

Fettig et al 1999 e b PPT bar 0 1% 0% sts var Combi

Iseretal 1999 e b PPT bar 1% 10/o uidA var Combi

.

0 5% 40%
'

var Hanno

0 2% 80% var Naxos

b

0 6% 30% var Turbo

Snvastava 1999 -6-
e

bialaphos bar 0 2% 80% ere var Bobwhite

Stogeretal 1999 b PPT bar
i

1% GNA var Bobwhite

Table 5: Publications on wheat transformation.

a) Tissue, c callus, e embryo i inflorescence s suspension b) Method a Agrobactenum b

particle bombardment, p protoplasts c) Transformation efficiency in percent calculated as

number of independent transformation events per bombarded expiant Numbers in brackets are

uncertain due to small numbers involved or possibly dependent lines d) Percentage of lines

recovered after selection that are not transgenic (escapes eg as shown by Southern)
Abbreviations: BTI Cme Barley trypsin inhibitor Cme BYMV CP Barley yellow mosaic virus

coat protein ere CRE-recombinase HMW GS High molecular weight glutelin subunit, sts

Stilbene synthase tip Thaumatin like protein
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Fig. 19: Tissue culture in wheat transformation, a) Embryos are isolated 10 to 14 days post

anthesls, embryos in the size range of the lower row are used. Bar indicates 1mm. b) Calli

(yellow) growing on selective medium 4 weeks after bombardment, c/d) Organogenesis on

selective regeneration medium, e) Rooting container f/g) Plants in soil
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c) The establishment of cell cultures with long term regeneration capacity has

proven particularly unreproducible and difficult for wheat.

The breakthrough in wheat transformation has been reported by Vasil et al.

(1992), using microprojectile bombardment of scutellum derived embryogénie

callus. Since the early reports of wheat transformation (Becker et al., 1994,

Nehra et al., 1994, Vasil et al., 1993), the transformation efficiency (independent

transgenic plant lines per bombarded expiant) of approximately 1% could not be

improved significantly. Recent publications most often report efficiencies in the

same range, although in some cases up to 2% or 3% (table 5).

To improve the transformation efficiency of the original transformation protocols,

several variations have been developed, most of them only with minor

improvements:

1) The original selection scheme using PPT and the resistance gene bar has

remained unchanged and is still most often used. As well established were

hygromycin B / hpt, geneticin (G418) / npt2, glyphosate / CP4 and GOX,

Basta® or bialaphos / bar. None of these different selection strategies was

able to improve the efficiency, although the marker gene npt2 seems more

efficient in direct comparison to bar. The use of hpt is not easily reproducible

(M. Clausen, C. Sautter, personal communication).

2) Different wheat cultivars (including a growing number of commercial

cultivars) were screened to assess their usefulness. The transformation

efficiency was highly variable in different cultivars, some of them being

reluctant to transformation. The transformation efficiency was dependent on

the embryogenicity of the immature embryo scutellum (Takumi and

Shimada, 1997), but never exceeded 2%.

Agrobacterium mediated gene transfer was further investigated and finally
successful (Cheng et al., 1997): The transformation efficiency was not

improved, but it seemd that a higher percentage of the recovered transgenic
lines showed a simple integration pattern (35% with single copy integration).
This method seems not to be so easily reproducible, as these results have not

(yet) been confirmed at a public institution so far (original work by Monsanto).
The transformation protocol applied in this work (fig. 19) consisted of:

1) Isolation of immature embryos, pre-culture for 5 to 7 days

2) Osmotic treatment prior and after bombardment (24h)

3) Culture on selective medium for callus formation (4-6 weeks)

4) Transfer of embryogénie structures to regeneration medium; organogenesis

and shoot formation (4-6 w.)

5) Transfer of small plantlets of a certain size to rooting containers (4-8 w.)

6) Transfer of plants developing a branched root system to soil
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With the protocol used, transgenic plantlets could be transferred to soil within 12

weeks of bombardment. Another 12 weeks were necessary to obtain mature

seeds. The main problem encountered during transformation was the high
number of plants regenerating under selective pressure that turned out to be

non-transgenic (escapes). The number of necessary candidate lines was thus

increased by a factor of 20 on regeneration, a factor of 5 to 10 on rooting and a

factor of 3 for molecular analysis (PAT assay or Southern). A further aspect

associated with non-efficient selection is the possible presence of non-

transgenic shoots within a transformed plant line (chimera), when several

shoots are formed during regeneration and rooting. These shoots may be

suppressed when the selective pressure is applied, but develop and set seeds

later in soil (fig. 20). The consequence was that each shoot of a transgenic plant

had to be handled individually, which required an additional number of

molecular analyses and separate seed collection. In subsequent generations,

germinating plants expressing the selectable marker bar could efficiently be

distinguished from non-expressing plants in a chloropenol-red assay (fig. 21).
Our transformation efforts concentrated on the introduction of three constructs

termed A, B and C (see section results for details) into the commercial Swiss

spring wheat cultivar Frisai. Frisai was chosen although it's a spring wheat.

Spring wheat has only limited agronomic importance in Switzerland, but no

vernalisation is required to induce flowering. The induction rate of embryogénie

structures on the immature embryos is relatively good (half the rate of the model

variety Bobwhite), and Frisai is one of the cultivars that is quite susceptible to

m»

•••••••

PPT +- + + + + +

tiller mix #1 #2 #3 #4 #5

Fig. 20: PAT assay of transgenic wheat

PAT assay from five individual shoots developing from one regenerated PPT resistant callus.

The assay was performed with plant extracts from all shoots (mix) or from individual shoots (#1 -

#5) with or without (+ / -) the substrate PPT. The expected band of acetylated PPT is marked by
an arrow.
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Fig. 21: Chlorophenol-red assay. Medium containing chlorophenol-red (pH-indicator dye) and

different concentrations of the selective agent PPT is dispensed into 96-well plates (at pH 6 0.

red color). Leaf segments of each of the aseptically grown seedlings are distributed into the

wells with different PPT concentrations Leaf segments from tolerant plantlets (i e. expressing

bar) are able to acidify the medium in presence of PPT (yellow), whereas sensitive plantlets

rather alkalize the medium (purple)

fungal pathogens like powdery mildew and leaf rust (www.admin.ch/sar), which

is important to quantify improved fungal resistance/tolerance. The

transformation efficiency of all three constructs was 1.0% (table 6). Increasing

familiarity with tissue culture had no consequence on transformation efficiency

of the individual constructs that were transformed consecutively (A to C). The

percentage of plant lines expressing the transgene was higher with construct A

(0.6%) as compared with construct B (0.4%) and C (0.3%). This could indicate a

residual toxicity exhibited by the gene products of constructs B (RIP) and

C (barnase) on the plant or plant regeneration.

Construct A Construct B

1623 174% 5530 193%

Construct C

Isolated embryos
Bombarded embr.

1945 196%

100%
l_

933 100%
'

2860 100% 989

Rooting plants
PAT assay pos.
Southern

47 5% 97 3.4% 36 3.6%

1.2%9

BAR 9

GLU 7

CrHI 1__
n.d.

1.0% 29 ! 1.0%

1.0% BAR 29 1.0%

0.8% RIP 23 0.8%
i

12

BAR

Bn 10

B* 9

Bn 3

n.d.

1.0%

0.9%

0.3%lNorthern n.d.

Western GLU 5 0.5% RIP 11 0.4%

CHI 6 0.6% |

Table 6: Wheat transformation efficiency with individual constructs.

All numbers indicate independent jines Bn barnase. B* barstar, n d not done
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3 RESULTS

3.1 Wheat lines transformed with Chitinase and ß-1,3-Glucanase

3.1.1 Gene construct and wheat transformation

The construct used for transformation is shown in figure 22. It is essentially the

same as (and was derived from) the construct described in Bliffeld et al. (1999),

where barley seed chitinase was successfully expressed in wheat. The

construct was designed to express two anti-fungal proteins, a ß-1,3-glucanase

and a chitinase. Both genes, naturally expressed in the seed of barley (Leah et

al., 1991), are controlled by the strong and constitutive rice actin 1 (glucanase)

or the maize ubiquitin 1 (chitinase) promoters. The natural apoplastic

localization of both proteins should be ensured by the presence of their own

respective signal peptides. The genes were flanked on both sides with matrix

associated regions (MAR). MARs are supposed to reduce the variability of gene

expression (Uelker et al., 1999; Vain et al., 1999). The gene cassette was also

flanked with restrictions sites for the enzyme I-Sce1, which allows the excision

of the gene fragment. The excision appeared important to avoid the

transformation of DNA containing the bacterial ampicilin resistance gene

(considering the later possibility of field trials) and to improve the chance to

I Ei

(MÄR)lÄctin^

3.60kb

Probe

Glu

-i Eh

Y

-UbiH>

1.55kb

Probe

HE Eh

T

1,75kb
iE I

Chi IKmärHH

Probei yf

RTBV Bar

Fig. 22: Construct for transformation with chitinase and glucanase genes. The barley seed

ß-1,3-glucanase is driven by the rice actin promoter including its first exon and intron (exon

sequences: wide boxes) and the barley seed chitinase is driven by the maize ubiquitin promoter

(including also first exon and intron). Resistance against the selective agent PPT is confered by
the bar gene driven by the CaMV 35S promoter which is enhanced by an RTBV leader and

intron. All genes have a CaMV terminator. The genes of interest are flanked by two different

matrix associated regions (MAR) The construct was transformed as linear DNA fragment (cut
with I-Sce1, I). Restriction sites for EcoRl used for Southern analysis are indicated (E), the

resulting fragment lengths and the locations of the individual probes are shown.
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integrate complete copies of the construct. Random nicking of circular DNA

containing 8kb of sequence of interest in a plasmid of 10kb, is likely to produce

plants containing only discontinuous fragments of the construct. The genes of

interest and the selectable marker gene (bar gene for PPT resistance) have

been combined in one construct, which is a further change as compared to the

construct used previously (Bliffeld et al., 1999).

Altogether, 1600 immature embryos have been isolated from the Swiss spring

wheat cultivar Frisai, 900 of these showing satisfactory formation of

embryogénie structures after five to seven days of pre-culture were bombarded

(table 6). After callus formation and regeneration under selective conditions, 47

callus lines developing shoots and roots were transferred to soil. Most of the

plants transferred to soil were able to develop into plants with normal

appearance. In few cases the plants did not survive the transfer to soil, but

otherwise all plants were fully fertile and set seeds within 3 months.

3.1.2 Molecular characterization

All plants that survived the transfer to soil were subjected to a PAT assay, in

order to reveal the presence of an active bar gene. An alternative would have

been painting or spraying the leaves with a PPT containing solution. The PAT

assay was preferred, since painting or spraying can be difficult to evaluate

without experience and may lead to a greater extent of uncertainty to

differentiate non-expressing plants from plants expressing the bar gene at lower

levels. Nine lines were detected with a clearly positive signal in the PAT assay

(results not shown).

These nine lines, but also lines with an uncertain result in the PAT assay, and

plants with an especially vigorous appearance during regeneration and rooting,

were subjected to Southern blot analysis (fig. 23). Total genomic DNA extracted

from leaves was digested with EcoRI, in order to release 3 fragments of defined

size characteristic for complete copies of the construct, and then probed for the

coding sequences of the bar gene, the chitinase gene and glucanase gene. The

restriction sites and positions of the probes are indicated in figure 22. All lines

that were clearly PAT assay positive contained at least one complete or

truncated copy of each of the three genes included in the transferred construct.

The probes for barley glucanase and chitinase coding sequence also revealed a

high number of wheat DNA fragments with high sequence homology. This is not

surprising because wheat is a near relative of barley. Plant lines with an

uncertain or negative PAT assay result turned out to be all escapes, i.e. plants
that passed through selection but do not contain transgene sequences. Six out
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line

Southerna) Segregation (+/-)
Western Gene

expres¬

sion c)

E.graminis

growth
reduction d)Glu Chi BAR BAR Glu/Chi GIu Chi

A1 >1/10 >1/11 >1/11 >15 1*(16) ++ + 3/3 20% (0-30%)
A2 >1/8 >1/6 >1/11 >15 1 (16) - - n.d. n.d.

A3 >1/6 >1/6 >1/9 ^>15 1 (16) + ++ 3/3 0% (0-0%)
A5

A7

1/1 1/0 1/1 3:1 (16) 3:1 + + 5/5 25% (0-55%)
>1/3 >1/3 >1/6

"

0/1Ö
"

>15 1 (16) ++ +++ 3/3 0% (0-45%)
A8 0/7 0/5 >3 1 (16) - „ n.d. n.d.

A9 >1/8 >1/2 >1/4 3:1 (20) 3:1 + 5/5 10% (0-60%)
A12 o/în 0/1 1 1ÂH 3:1* (40)1 - n.d. n d.

A13 1/0 1/1 1/0 3:1* (28) _i—(. + 4/4 0% (0-50%)

Table 7: Wheat lines transformed with barley seed chitinase and ß-1,3-glucanase
a) Estimated number of complete / truncated copies of integrated transgenes as observed on

a Southern blot with the respective gene excised the number of intact copies could only be

classified into one, or more than one (>1), the number of truncated transgene copies may
be higher than indicated but was not clearly distinguishable due to many endogenous bands

hybridising to the probes
b) The segregation analysis was performed using a modified chlorophenol-red assay (BAR) or

western blot analysis (Glu/Chi) Segregation ratios are sorted in three classes'

Approximately 3 1 (3 1), 3 1 or 15 1 (>3 1) and 15 1 or no segregation ( >15 1) An asterisk

(*) indicates lines with observed chimeric calli In brackets the number of progeny plants
used to assess the segregation ratio The segregation of Chitinase and ß-1 3-Glucanase

was assessed on 120 plants
c) Number of generations with stable transgenic Chitinase/Glucanase expression/tested

generations

d) The number indicates the reduction of the average number of growing E.graminis colonies

compared to untransformed controls In brackets the range of results obtained in

independent experiments
n.d not determined

of nine Southern positive plants contained a high number of integrated copies,

irrespective of the probe used, most of them being truncated or rearranged.

Five of the six contained also the expected fragment, but the copy number was

at least two or three. One of the six lines (A8) did not contain complete copies of

any of the three genes tested, but at least one of the copies of the bar gene can

be assumed to be functional. Three more lines showed a simpler integration

pattern. Line A5 contained one complete and one truncated copy of each of the

genes, and line A13 had a complete copy of each of the genes and probably

only one additional truncated copy for chitinase. Line A12 had a complete and

one incomplete copy of bar, and only an incomplete copy for glucanase and

chitinase.

Gene expression from the integrated transgenes was assessed by western

blotting (fig. 24). Instead of total soluble protein extracts, intercellular washing
fluid (IWF) was used. As both, glucanase and chitinase, are supposed to be

apoplastic proteins, their concentration can be increased in IWFs relative to
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Fig. 23: Southern blot of plants transformed with construct A. The same blot was

hybridized with probes either for BAR ß-1 3-glucanase or chitinase The position of the

expected transgene fragment is indicated by an arrow Lanes contained DNA from regenerated

T1 plant lines originally regarded as positive (A1 to A13) or negative (escapes) in a PAT assay

Control lanes included wild type DNA including 20pg plasmid DNA (wt + pi ), plasmid alone or

wild type DNA alone
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[a] wt A1 A3 A5 A7 A9 A13

ß-1,3-Glucanase

[b] wt A1 A3

Chitinase

Fig. 24: Western blot of plant lines expressing construct A. Proteins from intercellular

washing fluid were separated by SDS-PAGE and transgene expression detected with rabbit

serum against [a] barley seed ß-1,3-glucanase or [b] barley seed chitinase. The results are

shown only for lines expressing at least one protein and wild type (wt) extracts. Results from two

individuals per line are shown. Arrows indicate the position of the expressed proteins.

total soluble protein extracts. In general, all plant lines that seemed to contain a

complete copy of the gene also expressed detectable amounts of chitinase and

glucanase. The protein levels varied among the different plant lines, but were

usually comparable among plants of the same line. The use of crude rabbit

serum resulted in a considerable level of non-specific signals, but usually the

transgene expression was easily distinguishable from background signals. The

detection of the engineered glucanase was complicated by the presence of one,

two or three endogenous proteins with similar antigenic properties that have a

variable expression and migrate with only slightly higher apparent molecular

mass (compare fig. 24, panel [a], plants of line A5 and A7). Line A2 and A9 that

both contain complete copies of the introduced chitinase and glucanase genes,

expressed neither of them (line A2, not shown), or only chitinase (A9). The

reasons may be gene silencing (high copy number, high number of aberrant

copies) or other ways of gene inactivation.

<

A5 A7 A9 A13
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3.1.3 Infection of wheat with E.graminis

All lines with transgene expression (six lines) were assayed in a detached leaf

infection assay with E.graminis spores. In this assay, the number of fungal
colonies growing on a leaf segment at similar inoculation density is compared

between transgenic plants and wild type plants. This simple assay has been

established by cereal breeders (Swiss Federal Research Station for

Agroecology and Agriculture, Zürich-Reckenholz, Switzerland) to test varieties

for their susceptibility against particular pathogen races and is believed to

reflect the situation in the field (fig. 25). However, this method was used to

screen for major resistance genes, which usually lead to total resistance against

a particular pathogen strain. Nevertheless, Bliffeld et al. (1999) could quantify

more subtle effects of a engineered chitinase using the same method. The

quantitative results with the transgene could so far not be compared to the

resistance of the same plants in the field, therefore, quantitative results should

be appreciated with caution. From each of the six transgene expressing lines,

16 putative homozygous plants of the T2 generation were compared to wild

type plants (in four experiments with four plants each). As no total resistance to

the fungus could be expected, each plant was tested on four replica plates to

reduce the high inherent quantitative variability of the assay. All tested plants

were also subjected to western blot analysis to confirm that the transgenes are

expressed. The expression analysis revealed variations in the transgene

expression for plants of line A1 and A13. For line A1, variation could be

explained by the segregation of different loci or instability of gene expression,

Fig. 25: Detached leaf infection assay with E.graminis spores. Detached wheat leaf on

watery agar with sporulating fungal colonies 7 days after infection Size bar: 5mm
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as these plants did not segregate for the marker gene. Line A13 most probably

consisted of a segregating population (one locus), as the marker gene and the

genes of interest co-segregated. The uniform expression levels of the other

lines indicated that they were non-segregating for the transgenes and therefore

assumed to be homozygous (data not shown).

The results of the infection assays indicate that under the circumstances of the

assay the expression of additional chitinase, or chitinase and glucanase, has a

small but probably significant effect on E.graminis development (fig. 26). Three

lines appeared to have a reduction of the average number of growing colonies

by 20% (line A1), 25% (line A5) and 10% (line A9). The other lines had an

average increased frequency of infection. These experiments have to be

considered in more detail, because the results are influenced by many factors:

• A closer look at the results of individual experiments (detailed results of an

experiment are shown in figure 26a) reveals a huge variation at the level of

individual replica plates. In one experiment, leaf segments of the same plant

give infection frequencies which can easily differ by a factor of two or three.

These results can therefore only give an estimation, and certainly not an

exact value, of the infection frequency of a plant.

• Different plants of the same transgenic line, but also different wild type

plants, can differ in their infection frequency by as much as ten times. It

seems that other factors than the presence or absence of transgene

products influence influcence much more the infection frequency, and that

these factors can not, or can only poorly, be controlled in the greenhouse.

These factors could be infections by non-pathogenic microorganisms or

minor pathogens that induce non-specific resistance, or growth conditions

that differ from plant to plant (light, water, temperature, nutrients, space).

Possibly as a result of these factors, variations in the expression of

endogenous genes in individual plants from the same line was apparent in

the western analysis, e.g. for glucanase in lines A5 and A7 (fig. 24). Due to

the high variability from plant to plant, small differences between plant lines

are masked, and only differences above a factor two might be detected with

confidence. An established possibility to analyze data with such a huge

variability is to use the median value instead of the arithmetic mean. The

median value returns the number in the middle of the set of given numbers

(sorted by value). Except for line A1, arithmetic mean and median gave

similar overall results (fig. 26).

• Overall trends can be totally reversed from one experiment to another. An

example is given by the results obtained with line A9, which suggested quite

a substantial reduction of the infection rate in two cases (only 50% of wild
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type frequency), while other results suggested an increased susceptibility if

compared to the wild type. This variation could be purely statistical, or reflect

an inherent instability of the expression or effect(s) of the transgene(s).

• The reduction of the infection frequency could not be correlated to the

expression of the transgenes, or to the expression level of the transgene.

Lines that express both transgenes at elevated levels (e.g. A3 and A7) do

not show any reduction of the infection frequency, but rather an increased

frequency. This could again mean that the reduced infection frequencies lie

within the range of statistical variation, or that in some lines, but not (or to a

lesser extent) in others, the expression of the transgene(s) also has a

negative influence on other defense mechanisms, which can not be

compensated by a positive influence of the transgene(s).

Two of the lines were chosen for crossings with other lines expressing barley

RIP or barnase: Line A5 showed the highest reduction of average infection

frequency in fungal infection assays. The integration pattern of the transgenes

is simple, and the segregation ratio for the bar gene was close to 3:1, indicating

a single integration locus. Chitinase and glucanase were expressed, and the

expression levels always appeared equal.

The second line, A9, showed an average infection frequency reduction of 10%,

but some experiments suggest that the reduction could be substantially higher

(around 50%). This line expressed engineered chitinase, but not glucanase. It

also showed many integrated gene copies, complete and truncated, of all the

transgenes, but these seemed to be grouped at a single locus, as the

segregation ratio for the bar gene was close to the expected 3:1 ratio. Line A9

was also chosen because it only expressed chitinase, therefore the effect of

additional glucanase could be analyzed in comparison to results from line A5.

The other lines were not further used because: A3 and A7 had a high number of

transgene copies integrated, and they showed an increased frequency of

infection. Line A1 showed a reduction of infection frequency (which is

dependent on how the results are calculated, fig. 26b), but it also contained

many transgene copies, showed unstable chitinase expression and a

segregation for bar was never observed, indicating multiple active transgene

loci. Line A13 is a special case: Southern blot analysis (single gene copy

integration) and protein expression data (stable expression of chitinase and

glucanase) indicated that this line could be valuable. Unfortunately it was not

possible to detect homozygous progeny that could have been used in the fungal
infection assay. Therefore, the potential of line A13 can not be compared to the

other lines, as it appears that heterozygous plants have quite different

properties compared to homozygous plants (see 3.4.1). Nevertheless, the use
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Fig. 26: Fungal infection assay of detached leaves with E.graminis spores. The number of

growing fungal colonies per plate (replica) was scored and compared to the average wild type

number (in percent) For each line 16 T2 plants were tested in four experiments, and each plant

was tested 4 times per experiment [a] Example of an experiment involving plants # 38 - #41

(from each of the six transgenic lines) Each plant was tested on four individual replica plates

(crosses) the mean for each plant is represented by columns The arithmetic mean of all replica

plates per line is shown as black line the median as red line [b] Arithmetic mean (left panel)

and median (right panel) for each experiment and for each line are indicated by symbols For

each line, the average of the four experiments is shown as column Values are shown in percent

of the wild type mean or median
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of lines A5 and A9, in crosses with lines containing additional transgenes, can

be expected to reflect the full potential of these anti-fungal genes.

3.2 Wheat lines transformed with RIP

3.2.1 Gene construct and wheat transformation

Construct B was designed to express barley seed ribosome inactivating protein

(RIP). Previous efforts to express barley RIP in wheat (Bliffeld et al., 1999) or

rice (H. Dong, M. Schrott, J. Fütterer, unpublished observations) have failed so

far. Naturally barley RIP does not contain a signal peptide and is therefore a

cytosolic protein. A possible explanation for the incapability to express this

protein may be its inactivating activity on wheat and rice ribosomes, although

plant ribosomes are believed to be resistant to their own RIPs (e.g. Massiah

and Hartley, 1995). A wheat seed RIP has been shown to be only little active on

endosperm ribosomes, but the activity on ribosomes of other plant tissues was

not tested (Massiah and Hartley, 1995). In this second attempt, barley RIP was

therefore directed to the apoplast, where it is sequestered from the ribosomes.

Ultimately, RIP expressing plants were crossed with chitinase and

ß-1,3-glucanase expressing plants to combine the three barley seed anti-fungal

proteins. It therefore appeared important to co-localize RIP with chitinase and

glucanase in the apoplastic space to attain a maximal synergistic effect on the

pathogen (Jach et al., 1995; Leah et al., 1991). The vector used for

.
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Fig. 27: Construct for transformation with the RIP gene. The barley seed ribosome

inactivating protein (RIP) is driven by the CaMV 35S promoter which is enhanced by the RTBV

leader and intron (exon sequences wide boxes) A signal peptide for ER-targetting was

introduced in the RTBV leader (black box) to direct RIP to the apoplast. Resistance against the

selective agent PPT is confered by the Bar gene driven by the rice actin promoter including first

exon and intron. Both genes have a CaMV terminator The genes are flanked by two different

matrix associated regions (MAR). The construct was transformed as linear fragment (cut with

!-Sce1, I). Restriction sites for FcoRI (E) and SamHI (B) used for Southern analysis are

indicated, the resulting fragment lengths and the locations of the indivial probes are shown.
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ER-targeting was presented before (section 2.2): Protein expression is driven

by a CaMV 35S promoter enhanced by an RTBV leader and intron. Translation

starts in the RTBV leader, where a barley seed ß-1,3-glucanase derived signal

peptide was introduced. The expression of the bar gene was driven by the rice

actin 1 promoter. The plasmid is otherwise very similar to construct A; with

different MARs on both sides, and restriction sites to excise the DNA of interest.

A high number of embryos were bombarded, because it was not predictable if

the sequestration to a different compartment was enough, or efficient enough,

to reduce the potential toxic effect of RIP on its own ribosomes (table 6).

line

Soul hern Segregation (+/-) RIP30

(western)

translation

inhibition

by IWFd)

gene

expres¬

sion e)

fungal
growth
red.f)

BARa) R|pa) BARC) RIPC)

B2 1/6 1/4 3:1* (24) +++ 85% 4/4

B3 >1/2 >1/1 3:1* (23) +++ | 60-70% 3/3

B4 1/1 1/0 3:1 (12) 3:1 ++++ 98% 4/4 0-20%

B12 1/2 1/1 >3'1 (29) 3:1 ++ 30-40% 3/3

B13 1/10 1/2 3:1* (11) + 0-10% 2/2

B15 0/5

>1/6

0/- b) >3.1 (8) + 0% 2/2

B18 >1/6 >15.1(11) ++++ 95% 2/2

B21 >1/11 >1/4 >15.1(23) + 0% 3/3

B22 1/1 0/- b) >3;1 (8) + ! 0% 2/2

B25 1/6 1/2 3:1 (23) } +++ i 90% 4/4 0-40%

B26 >1/9 1/4 >3 1*(8) +++
,

90% 3/3

Table 8: Transgenic lines expressing barley seed RIP protein

a) Estimated number of complete / truncated copies of integrated transgenes as observed on

a Southern blot with the respective gene excised; the number of intact copies could only be

classified into one, or more than one (>1), the number of truncated RIP transgene copies

may be higher than indicated, but was not clearly distinguishable due to many endogenous

bands hybridising to the RIP probe.

b) These lines do not contain a complete copy of the barley RIP transgene, but due to many

endogenous bands hybridising to the RIP probe we can not exclude the presence of

hidden rearranged copies.

c) The segregation analysis was performed using a modified chlorophenol-red assay or

western blot. Segregation ratios are sorted in three classes. Approximately 3-1 (3:1), 3:1 or

15:1 (>3 1) and 15 1 or no segregation ( >15 1) An asterisk (*) indicates lines with

observed chimeric calli (fig. 20). In brackets the number of progeny plants used to assess

the segregation ratio The segregation of RIP30 was assessed on 120 plants.

d) Inhibitory activity of 3pg/ml IWF protein in a rabbit reticulocyte lysate coupled

transcription/translation assay, the inhibition of IWF extract from untransformed plants was

defined as 0%.

e) Number of generations with stable transgenic RIP30 expression/tested generations.

f) The number indicates the reduction of the average number of growing Egraminis colonies

compared to untransformed controls.
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3.2.2 Molecular characterization

From 97 plants that had developed shoots and roots in vitro and had been

transferred to soil, 29 were PAT assay positive. 29 plants corresponded to one

percent of transformation efficiency, which was identical to the transformation

efficiency observed for construct A. Therefore it appeared that apoplast-

targeted RIP had no negative effect on the transformation efficiency (any more).

PAT assay positive plants were further analyzed by Southern and western

blotting. All plants positive in the PAT assay contained at least one copy of bar

(fig. 28, table 8). Intact copies of the engineered RIP gene were present in 23

out of 29 lines. The RIP probe also hybridized to at least eight endogenous

DNA fragments (fig. 28). Some of these bands certainly represent the native

wheat RIP genes, such as tritin (with 90% homology). An estimate of the copy

number for bar and RIP30 of complete or rearranged genes is listed in table 8.

Western blotting was performed with total soluble protein and intercellular wash

fluid (IWF) of leaves. Eleven lines contained RIP30 above the detection limit,

[a] [b]

«>,

52 B3 B4 B12 wt wt

+ pi

B2 B3 B4 B12 wt wt

+ pl

Fig. 28: Southern blot analysis of PAT assay positive plants. Total genomic DNA was

isolated and [a] digested with EcoRI and probed for the bar gene or [b] digested with ßamHI

and probed for barley seed RIP gene The results for 4 transgenic lines are shown. Included are

lanes with wild type DNA (wt) and wild type supplemented with 20pg digested plasmid DNA (wt
+ pi). The location of the expected fragment is indicated by an arrow Lanes are cropped from

one gel.
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[a] [b] [c]

30 kD

wt B4 B12 IWF total B25 1000 100 10 1 wt

barley seed protein

Fig. 29: Western blot analysis with anti-RIP30 rabbit serum, [a] Total soluble leaf protein of

wild type (wt) and transgenic lines expressing high (B4) and low (B12) levels of R1P30. [b] Leaf

intercellular wash fluid protein (IWF,6ug) and total soluble leaf protein (40ug) from the same

transgenic wheat line (B25). [c] Total soluble leaf protein (40pg) of line B25 and wild type (wt),

and different amounts (ng) of total soluble barley seed protein.

five at low levels and six at higher levels (fig. 29a, table 8). The RIP

concentration is approximately 50-fold higher in the IWF than in total soluble

protein, indicating effective targeting to the apoplastic space (fig. 29b). Total

soluble barley seed protein was used as positive control. The electrophoretic

mobility of transgene derived RIP 30 in wheat is the same as that of native

barley seed RIP30, suggesting effective processing of the transported protein

(fig. 29c). According to independent analyses, soluble barley seed protein

contains approximately one, five or eleven percent of RIP (Asano et al., 1984;

Coleman and Roberts, 1982; Roberts and Selitrennikoff, 1986). The intensity of

the RIP30 signal from 40ug total soluble wheat leaf protein (line B25) was

similar to that from 10ng of barley seed protein, Therefore, this wheat lines

expresses RIP30 at approximately 0.0025% of total soluble leaf protein or at

0.125% of IWF protein in the best case (eleven percent of RIP in seeds). Other

lines expressing higher levels of RIP (e.g. line B4) could express the transgene

at up to 1% of IWF protein. In all cases so far analyzed, the RIP positive plants

were also positive in a chlorophenol-red assay (data not shown), therefore, as

expected, the two introduced transgenes appear to co-segregate. For some

lines, the expression of RIP30 and the selectable marker was monitored for up

to now four generations and found to be stable in all cases (table 8).

3.2.3 Ribosome inactivating activity of IWF

As with GUS, which is inactivated when targeted to the ER, the transport

process, modifications in the ER / golgi network, or the modifications of the
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N-terminus of the engineered RIP (additional aminoacids due to the signal

peptide) might have interfered with protein function. A cell free rabbit

reticulocyte lysate transcription/translation system was used to assay the

ribosome inactivating activity of apoplastic RIP30. The reticulocyte lysate

synthesized luciferase in vitro from plasmid DNA. Various amounts of IWF

protein were added after 22 minutes of incubation (the earliest moment

luciferase activity was detectable) and the kinetics of luciferase activity
accumulation was followed (fig. 30). The inactivating activity of IWF from line B4

was compared to IWF from untransformed plants at different concentrations of

protein per reaction volume. At the same concentration, IWF of B4 was always

significantly more inhibiting than the control extract. At high B4 protein

concentrations, the inhibitory effect was noticeable already after three minutes,

and after eight minutes the activity of luciferase reached a steady level,

indicating that no active protein was synthesized anymore. The inhibitory

activity of the other expressing lines is shown in table 8. Wheat lines expressing

high levels of RIP30 also have high inhibitory activity, whereas lines with low

levels have no detectable activity. This correlation strongly argues for RIP as

the cause for the observed inhibition and the data are fully consistent with an
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Fig. 30: Inhibition of a rabbit reticulocyte lysate coupled transcription/translation system

by wheat leaf IWF. The lysate synthesized luciferase from plasmid DNA, while IWF of

transgenic (line B4) or wild type plants (wt) was added after 22 minutes, [a] Time course of

luciferase activity (arbitrary units) for two different IWF concentrations (3 and 30 pg IWF protein

per ml of total reaction volume) [b] dose response curve for different concentrations of IWF

protein (inhibition of luciferase activity at 35 min compared to buffer only).
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inhibition of translation. The IWF of B4 has no increased protease activity, since

the luciferase activity levels off, but does not decrease. Also inhibition of in vitro

transcription is unlikely, because in this case the RNA already available at 22

minutes would still lead to a continuous increase of luciferase activity. The 50%

inhibition concentration was between 0 3pg and 1ug of IWF protein per ml

reaction volume for line B4 (fig. 30b). Others have found 50% inhibition at

15 - 25ng/ml of purified barley RIP (Asano et al., 1984) and at 10ng/ml (Roberts

and Selitrennikoff, 1986) with rabbit reticulocyte ribosomes, or at 50 - 100ng/ml

(Coleman and Roberts, 1982) for Ascites cell ribosomes. Compared to these

results, the activity of the B4 IWF would correspond to a RIP30 content of at

least 1%. This number is higher than that estimated from the immunological

detection (fig. 29). This suggests that the barley RIP targeted to the wheat

apoplast retains full activity. Moreover, the higher activity determined by

translation inhibition compared to the expected level as determined by western

blot could mean that barley RIP extracted from seeds may be partially inactive.

3.2.4 Infection of wheat with E.graminis

Two lines with high levels of RIP30 were chosen for a detached leaf infection

assay with E.graminis spores. In this assay the number of growing fungal

colonies at similar inoculation density was scored. Untransformed plants,
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Fig. 31: Fungal infection assay of detached leaves with E.graminis spores. The number of

growing fungal colonies was scored and compared to the average number on wild type plants

(in percent) Three plants per transgenic line were tested, two of them expressing RIP30 (gray),
one not expressing due to loss of transgene by segregation (empty). Results shown are means

of four individual experiments, ± standard deviation.
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as well as plants derived from the transgenic lines, but having lost the

transgenes due to segregation, were inoculated as controls (fig. 31). The plants

that have lost the transgene have infection rates very similar to the wild type.

RIP30 expressing line B4 showed no or only slightly increased resistance, and

for line B25 the susceptibility decreased by 20% to 40%. Although only a limited

number of plants were tested, this small difference may be significative, since

the plants lacking a RIP gene showed a very uniform infection level with little

variation of the mean.

Two lines were selected as parents in subsequent crosses with

chitinase/glucanase expressing lines: Line B4 with a low number of integrated

copies, the highest protein expression level and the highest RIP activity, and

line B12, with moderate protein level, moderate RIP activity and also with a

simple integration pattern.

3.3 Characterization of lines transformed with Barnase and Barstar

3.3.1 Gene construct and wheat transformation

RIP, especially in combination with chitinase and glucanase, is assumed to

enter the fungal cell cytoplasm where it develops its toxic activity. Therefore, it

might be possible to introduce also another toxic protein in the same way, for

instance the bacterial RNase barnase. A condition is that the entry into the
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Fig. 32: Construct for transformation of barnase. The bacterial RNase (barnase, Bn) was

driven by the CaMV 35S promoter, which was enhanced by the RTBV leader and intron (exon

sequences wide boxes). A signal peptide for ER-targeting was introduced in the RTBV leader

(black box) to redirect barnase expression to the apoplast The barnase inhibitor barstar (B*)

was also expressed by a CaMV 35S promoter and RTBV leader/intron without signal peptide.

Resistance against the selective agent PPT was conferred by the Bar gene driven by the rice

actin promoter including first exon and intron. All genes had a CaMV terminator. The genes

were flanked by two different matrix associated regions (MAR). The construct was transformed

as linear fragment (cut with I-Sce1, I). Restriction sites for ßamHI (B) used for Southern analysis

are indicated, the resulting fragment lengths and the locations of the indivial probes are shown.
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fungal cytoplasm is not a RIP-specific mechanism (depending on some features

of RIP), but a mechanism that also works for other proteins, like barnase.

Barnase would have the advantage over RIP, that it is not a specific toxin,

which the fungus could possibly overcome by adaptation, and it is a novel toxin

for the fungus, therefore fungi should not have evolved counter-defensive

mechanisms against it. A plasmid had to be constructed, that allowed the

expression of barnase in such a way, that its intended anti-fungal activity would

become effective. In addition, the plant cell and the bacteria (during plasmid

propagation) should be protected against its activity. For that purpose, the

following features were incorporated:

• Barnase should be expressed as apoplastic protein, i.e. sequestered from

the plant cytoplasm and as close as possible to the fungus. Barnase should

also be expressed in the same compartment as chitinase and

ß-1,3-glucanase once the proteins will have been combined by crossing.

• An intron was inserted into the barnase ORF to interrupt nonspecific

expression in bacteria (Assaad and Signer, 1990), otherwise the plasmid

may not be amplified due to the high toxicity of the protein.

• To protect the plant from cytoplasmatic barnase expression due to non-

quantitative targeting, the bamase-inhibitor barstar was expressed

simultaneous as cytoplasmatic protein.

These requirements were met in construct C: Barnase is expressed by a CaMV

35S promoter enhanced by RTBV leader and intron sequence, and it is targeted

to the ER by barley seed ß-1,3-glucanase signal peptide sequence, which was

introduced in the first exon, while the original start codon of barnase was

omitted. The same expression cassette as for barley RIP was used, but with a

shorter RTBV intron version, which should lead to lower expression levels. The

inhibitor barstar was expressed with exactly the same promoter and

leader/intron, but lacking the signal peptide. Otherwise construct C was identical

to construct B, with the bar gene for PPT selection, flanking MAR elements and

I-Sce1 restriction sites (fig. 32).

The functionality of the individual parts of construct C, but also the effectiveness

of the strategy to protect the plant cell from toxicity of barnase, was tested in

rice protoplasts (fig. 33). In the presence of a scoreable reporter gene (GUS),

increasing amounts of construct coding for cytoplasmatic barnase led to

decreasing levels of reporter expression, demonstrating that the barnase gene

was functional. The addition of the signal peptide to barnase sequence reduced

the toxicity in protoplasts, but the expression of the reporter was still

considerably lower. Only the combination of signal peptide for barnase and

intracellular barstar could recover the original level of reporter expression.
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Carrier DNA was included to minimize the effects of varying DNA amounts.

Approximately one thousand embryos were bombarded with construct C.

During tissue culture no adverse effects possibly caused by barnase expression

could be observed. 36 plants were transferred to soil, all of them developed to

mature plants and were fully self fertile (table 6).
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Fig. 33: Functionality test of chimeric barnase and barstar genes. Rice protoplasts were

transformed with the reporter gene construct UbiGUS expressing ß-glucuronidase in presence

of different amounts and combinations of barnase and barstar expression units. The barnase

was coexpressed as cytoplasmatic protein ("Barnase') or directed to the apoplast ("sp-

Barnase"). The combination "sp-Barnase + Barstar" corresponds to the situation of construct C.

Carrier DNA (UbiLuc) was added to all samples. Numbers indicate the amount of plasmid DNA

used (in ug)

3.3.2 Molecular characterization

All 36 plants were subjected to PAT assay and Southern blot analysis. 12 plants

were found to be PAT assay positive. Southern analysis (fig. 34, table 9)
revealed 10 plants with at least one complete copy of barnase, nine of these

have also one or more copies of barstar. The transformation efficiency of one

percent, which is absolutely comparable to the other constructs, indicated that

measures to reduce self toxicity of barnase were successful. Two lines

displayed an extraordinary high number of integrated transgene copies. This

high copy number (>20) has not been found in plants transformed with other

constructs, but because both lines were detected directly by Southern blot

analysis (both were PAT assay negative), it is possible that comparable lines

remained undetected.
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line

Soulthern b) Northern translation

inhibition

by IWF d)Barnase Barstarc) Barnase

C1 >1/0 >1/0 -

C2 \>V>20 >1/8 n.d.

C3 a) 1/0 1/0 -

C4 >1/4 >1/1 + 0 - 40%

C5 1/5 1/5 -

C6 >1/8 >1/5 i±ie_. 90%

C7

C8

1/5 0/0 ++ 80%

>1/6 >1/0 -

QgäJ >1/0 >1/0 !

C10 >1/>30 >1/>25 n.d.

C11 >1/2 >1/1 -

C12a) 1/0 1/0 -

C13 >1/4 1/0 -

Table 9: Transgenic lines transformed with construct C

a) Southern blot data for these lines are not clear due to possible contamination by DNA from

an adjacent slot

b) Estimated number of complete / truncated copies of integrated transgene as observed on a

Southern blot with the respective gene cut out; the number of intact copies could only be

classified into one, or more than one (>1), the number of truncated transgene copies may

be higher than indicated.

c) The probe used to detect fragments of the Barstar gene yielded weaker signals, therefore

some band(s) may have remained undetected.

d) Inhibitory activity of IWF protein in a rabbit reticulocyte lysate coupled

transcription/translation assay. IWF extract from untransformed plants was defined as not

inhibitory 0% .
The inhibitory effect of line B4 (strongest RIP expressor) was approximately

90% in this assay.

e) Positive, but no band of correct size (see fig. 35)

Because no antibody against barnase or barstar was available, Northern blot

analysis was chosen to detect gene expression of individual lines. Northern blot

analysis was not performed on the regenerated plants (TO), but on progeny

plants only (T1 and T2 plants expressing bar). Therefore, four plants per line

(Southern positive) were tested. Three lines with a positive signal were found

(fig. 35, Northern 3). The positive signal however was not only, or not always
the expected band of approximately 0.8kb (RTBV leader 0.1 kb, signal peptide
0.1 kb, barnase ORF 0.3kb, terminator 0.1 kb, poly-A ~0.2kb). Plants from line

C4 showed a band which could correspond to the barnase transcript, but in two

of the tested plants a high molecular weight smear was formed. One line

displayed one band and the high molecular weight smear. This indicates that

the smear could be a transcript that was trapped in some compound with low

electrophoretic mobility, which was also detectable on the same membrane
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Fig. 34: Southern blot of plants transformed with construct C. The same blot was

hybridized with probes either for Barnase [a] or Barstar [b] The position of the expected

transgene fragment is indicated by an arrow Lanes contain DNA from regenerated TO plants or

wild type (wt) supplemented with 20pg plasmid DNA (wt + pi ) Southern positive lines are

numbered (C1 C13) and escapes are indicated by an asterisk Lines with chimensm for PAT

activity among the regenerated shoots (compare fig 20) have been loaded in two lanes (C4

C6) Lanes marked with
^

could have been contaminated with DNA from the positive

neighbor lane and could therefore also be escapes
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Fig. 35: Northern blot analysis of Barnase / Barstar Southern positive plants to detect

Barnase transcripts. Total leaf RNA was extracted from the progeny of plant lines containing

intact copies of the Barnase and Barstar genes and used for Northern blot analysis Northern 2:

Initial screen of progeny plants (T2, four plants per line) only the part with positive signals

(arrow) is shown Lanes with RNA molecular weight marker and RNA from a non-expressing

plant (neg ) are included Northern 3: Screen of different lines (T2 and T3 progeny four plants

per line) including RNA from the plants positive in Northern 2 A picture of the blotted membrane

stained with bromophenol-blue confirms that equal amounts were loaded and the un-degraded

nature of loaded RNA The likely position (0 8kb) of the expected signal is indicated by red

arrows Three different signals were detected, an enlarged example of each of them is shown

on the left panel next to the picture of the same lane as seen when stained with bromophenol-

blue Northern 4: Confirmation of positive signals with RNA from sister plants (line C4 T3) ot

progeny (lines C6 and C7, T4 and T3, respectively)
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stained with bromophenol blue prior to hybridization. It is possible that the

denaturation conditions were not strong enough for barnase transcripts (2%

fromaldehyde instead of maximal 6%), although they seemed sufficient for

ribosomal RNA, as judged by bromophenol blue staining of the same

membrane. A second line also showed a week high molecular smear (hardly

detectable on fig. 35, Northern 3). A third line, C7, had a very strong signal, but

this signal consisted in at least 3 distinct bands, instead of one. Two of these

bands have a molecular weight which is higher than expected, and when

compared to the bromophenol blue stained membrane, these two bands

seemed to correlate with bands of ribosomal RNA. The third band appeared to

have the expected size. It is therefore likely that, as discussed for line C4,

denaturation conditions of the gel were not good enough, and therefore some of

the barnase transcripts were trapped, but in this case in the abundant ribosomal

RNA. There is no conclusive reason, why in some cases the transcript was

trapped in a high molecular weight compound, and in other cases by rRNA.

Besides that, the two different patterns strictly correlated with lines: the smear

with lines C4 and C6, and rRNA trapping with line C7. Northern blot analysis

was repeated (fig. 35, Northern 4) with sister plants (C4) or progeny plants (C6

and C7). Unfortunately the problem with low denaturation conditions was

realized later only, and therefore the same conditions were applied as for

Northern 3. The presence of transcripts was confirmed for all three lines. The

amount of transcript in line C6 was clearly detectable in this blot, and seemed

larger in C6 than in C4, whereas it was the opposite in the earlier experiment. It

is noteworthy, that the location where the transcripts were trapped was again

strongly correlated to the transgenic line, and it seemed that this is an heritable

feature. Nevertheless, we assume that the lines produced a single, functional

transcript, as shown for line C4 in Northern 3 and line C7 in Northern 2 (an

earlier experiment showing only one distinct barnase transcript).

3.3.3 Effect on in vitro transcription / translation

A coupled in vitro transcription and translation system based on rabbit

reticulocyte lysate was used to asses the activity of the barnase possibly

produced in transgenic plants. IWF from RIP expressing plants was shown to

reduce the amount of active luciferase produced from a plasmid template,

presumably by inactivating the ribosomes. Likewise, the reduction of active

luciferase in an assay including IWF from plants producing barnase transcripts
would indicate the presence of active barnase in the apoplast, as barnase

should efficiently degrade transcripts in the assay.
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IWF from two plants of each of the three lines that produced barnase

transcripts, was included in a transcription/translation assay (fig. 36). The

results indicate that the inhibitory effect of IWF from two of the barnase lines

was comparable to the inhibitory effect of IWF from the strongest RIP

expressers (lines B4 and B18, compare with table 8). This indicates that these

two lines do produce active barnase. The results with the third line (C4)

suggested that there might be some inhibiting effect in the extract from one of

the two tested plants. The possibly lower barnase activity of line C4 might just

be at the limit of detection with this transcription/translation inhibition assay,

beeing detectable in one plant, but not in the other. The strong activity of lines

C6 and C7, and the lower activity of line C4 were totally in accordance with the

transcript levels as determined by Northern blot analysis.

None of these lines was tested in a detached leaf infection assay so far.

Reasons are that no activity was expected from plants expressing only barnase,

when RIP expressing plants had only week or no effect on the fungal infection

frequency. Instead, the three lines discussed above were used as parents in

crosses with line A5 expressing chitinase and ß-1,3-glucanase.
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Fig. 36: Inhibition of a rabbit reticulocyte lysate coupled transcription/translation system

by wheat leaf IWF. The lysate synthesized luciferase from plasmid DNA, while IWF of

transgenic or wild type plants was added after 18 minutes. The results are shown in percent of

the activity generated in presence of wild type IWF. The results from 3 barnase expressing lines

(Northern positive, 2 plants each) and two plants expressing high levels of RIP are shown.
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3.4 Combining Genes: Chitinase, ß-1,3-Glucanase and RIP or Barnase

In previous sections, plants that have been generated by genetic transformation

were characterized, and the anti-fungal potential of the individual genes were

assessed in detached leaf infection assays. For each of the constructs, two or

three plants were chosen because 1) they seemed especially interesting due to

their simple genetic disposition (single locus, low copy number), 2) their stable

gene expression and 3) their impact on the infection frequency by powdery
mildew. These are line A5 expressing the transgenes chitinase and ß-1,3-

glucanase, line A9 expressing chitinase, line B4 expressing high levels of RIP,

line B12 expressing moderate levels of RIP, and lines C4, C6 and C7

expressing barnase.

3.4.1 Analysis of the F1 generation

All possible crosses between the two chitinase / glucanase and the two RIP

expressing plants were realized. In all cases RIP plants were pollinated by

chitinase/glucanase plants (2B x cA, hence termed BA). The seeds of these

crosses were germinated and transferred to soil. From each of these plants (F1

plants) protein expression of the transgenes was analyzed by western blotting
of total soluble protein (results not shown), and plants could be identified that

expressed the expected transgenes: Four plants for the cross B4xA5 (BA1.1 to

BA1.4) expressing glucanase, chitinase and RIP; seven plants for B4xA9

(BA2.1 to BA2.7) expressing chitinase and RIP; three plants for B12xA5 (BA3.1
to BA3.3) expressing glucanase, chitinase and RIP; two plants for B12xA9

(BA4.1 and BA4.2) expressing chitinase and RIP. Among the plants derived

from the same crosses, the gene expression was uniform. No Southern blot

analysis was made to confirm the presence of the genes, since only clearly

positive or negative results were observed in western blot analysis.
Detached leaf infection assays with powdery mildew spores were performed
with the plants described above (fig. 37). To determine the part of the effect that

can be associated with RIP in combinations of RIP with chitinase and

glucanase, plants were also tested that express only chitinase and glucanase.

These plants were F1 progeny of a back-cross of line A5 into wild type plants,
and therefore they should only contain one copy of the transgene locus, which

is comparable to the single copy in F1 plants derived from crosses of B4/B12

with A5. The results indicate that:
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Fig. 37: Infection of detached leaves with spores of E.graminis. Detached leaves of plants

(F1) from crosses between RIP expressing plants (lines B4 and B12) and chitinase (A9) or

chitinase and glucanase (A5) expressing plants were infected with fungal spores and the

number of growing colonies was scored. Only plants expressing the transgenes were tested.

Also shown are results with plants from a cross of line A5 into wild type (wt). All transgene loci

are supposed to be hemizygous. The number of tested plants per cross is indicated, each plant

was tested three times. Error bars indicate the standard deviation.

Compared to wild type, the plants being hemizygous for chitinase and

glucanase showed a higher infection rate. This result contrasted with

previous results (fig. 26), where line A5 always showed infection rates as

good or better than wild type. The earlier results had involved homozygous

plants (not segregating for the transgene expression). However, the results

of hemizygous A5 plants have some similarity to previous results obtained

for line A13. The A13 plants tested were a segregating population, therefore

half of the tested plants should have been hemizygous for chitinase and

glucanase. If the cause of increased infection frequency is the same in both

cases, this could mean that either glucanase, chitinase or both, also have an

adverse effect on the plant defense mechanisms. When hemizygous, the

sum of positive and negative effects would lead to an increased infection

frequency, whereas the sum in homozygous plants would reduce the

frequency. This hypothesis remains to be verified, e.g. by determining

infection rates of F2 populations from back-crosses into wild type of lines A5

(and possibly A9 and A13). It is very well possible that other factors are

responsible, as lines A3 and A7 also showed an increased infection

frequency, although they appeared homozygous and did not segregate for

the transgenes.
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• The combination of chitinase/glucanase with RIP reduced the infection rate.

B4xA5 plants showed an infection frequency comparable to the wild type

and 30% lower than the A5 back-cross, whereas B12xA5 plants showed a

reduction of 35% compared to wild type and 55% for the back-cross.

Although B12xA5 should express less RIP, the plants seemed to be better

protected. The apparent synergistic effect of chitinase/glucanase with RIP

confirm the results of Jach et al. (1995) and Leah et al. (1991 ).

• The combination of RIP with chitinase led to a similar or better result than

the combination including glucanase (40% reduction compared to wild type).
It is therefore tempting to argue that the negative effect observed in the

hemizygous plants derived from line A5 is due to glucanase expression.

Whether RIP has also a synergistic effect in combination with chitinase can

not be determined, as hemizygous plants derived from line A9 were not

available and therefore not included in this experiment.

These results are still preliminary and have to be interpreted with caution. As

already discussed (section 3.1.3), the variation in this kind of experiment is

considerable among replica of the same plant, but also among different plants

with apparently identical gene expression, and the number of analyzed plants

was small. Therefore selfed progeny from F1 plants was used to: 1) Determine

plants homozygous for both transgenes and 2) repeat the fungal infection assay

and correlate infection rate and gene expression.

Crosses between the chitinase and glucanase expressing line A5 and the

barnase expressing lines C4, C6 and C7 could be performed only recently, in

part because barnase plants were the last ones to be produced, but also

because the characterization of the barnase expression was delayed by the

peculiar northern blot data. Seeds have been collected, but the analysis of

transgene expression is still required.

3.4.2 Analysis of the F2 generation

After selfing of F1 plants, all combinations of zygousity and genes can be

expected, since the transgenes should be inherited independently

(chitinase/glucanase and RIP). One out of 16 plants should be homozygous for

all transgenes, and one out of four plants hemizygous for all transgenes. The

main goal was to identify double homozygous plants, but as the probability for a

given plant is low, a large number of F2 plants had to be analyzed: From each

of the four crosses, 30 F2 plants from each of 2 F1 plants were analyzed (60

per cross, 240 plants in total) for expression of chitinase, glucanase and RIP.
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Fig. 38: Protein expression analysis of F2

plants.

Upper part Progeny plants (F2) from crosses

between chitinase/glucanase and RIP

expressing parents were analysed individually
for the expression of barley glucanase,
chitinase and RIP by western blot analysis
Membranes were used to detect barley
glucanase (glu) or RIP (rip), then stripped and

used for chitinase detection (re chi) Examples
for the progeny of plant BA1 1 (expressing
additional glucanase, chitinase and RIP) and

plant BA4 1 (chitinase and RIP) are shown

Arrowheads indicate the position of the

detected (or absent) protein The numbers

below the blots indicate the interpretation of

the protein expression on the different blots

(0 no expression, 1 expression, 2 strong
expression) for glucanase, chitinase and RIP

Lower part For each cross (BA1 A5xB4,
BA2 A9xB4 BA3 A5xB12, BA4 A9xB12), 60

F2 plants were analysed for protein
expression (BA3 56 plants) and classified into

one of nine categories (left table), the

expected numbers for the segregation of

independent chitinase and RIP loci are shown

above (model) The right table shows the

absolute and relative (relative to the model)
numbers of plants expressing (+) or not (-) the

proteins chitinase or RIP
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Some of the results of the protein expression analysis are shown in figure 38.

Due to the quality of the rabbit antisera, expressing lines could be distinguished

from non-expressing lines in most of the cases, irrespective of the protein

analyzed. Distinct differences in levels helped to determine strong expressers

among the plants, which could represent the homozygous individuals. All plants

could therefore be classified into 0, 1 or 2 indicating absence, presence or

strong expression of the protein, respectively, for each of the three proteins.

Presence and absence of chitinase and glucanase always correlated in BA1

and BA3 plants indicating the expected linkage of the two genes. Most often

strong chitinase expressing plants were also classified as strong expressers for

glucanase. As chitinase is easier to detect because of its lower background in

western blot, the classification of chitinase was used to represent the

expression of chitinase and glucanase. In BA2 and BA4 plants (derived from

line A9 expressing only chitinase, although it had the genes for chitinase and

glucanase), no glucanase could be detected in any plant, indicating the

complete stability of this trait.

Since it was found previously that gene expression levels reflect the gene copy

number (Bliffeld et al.,1999), differences in expression levels could be used to

differentiate between non-expressing, hemi- and homozygous plants. This data

can be used to identify double homozygous candidate plants, but also to test

the correct and independent segregation of the individual genes. The

segregation analysis was based on many plants and should therefore be

meaningful. The number of detected putative double homozygous plants was

always lower (one, one, two and zero for BA1, BA2, BA3 and BA4, respectively,

fig. 38) than the expected number (3.8 out of 60 plants). This is because the

classification of plants as "strong expressers" was adopted only in clear cut

cases. The segregation of chitinase was always very close to, or exactly the

expected 3 : 1 (expressing : non-expressing) for plants derived from line A5 or

line A9. The segregation of the RIP gene was equally perfect for plants derived

from line B4 and B12, but only when crossed with line A9. Crosses with line A5

led to larger deviations from the expected ratio when derived from line B4 (1.7 :

2.3 or 1:1.3) in the cross BA1 or when derived from line B12 (1.4 : 2.6 or

1 : 1.9) in cross BA3. It is not possible to conclude if these results were due to

inaccurate detection in western blot analysis or due to instability of the

transgene expression (e.g. loss of gene expression in RIP homozygous plants
would lead to 1:1 segregation ratio).

For a full description of the probable segregation pattern, each plant was

assigned to one of nine categories, depending on its chitinase and RIP score

(three possibilities for chitinase times three for RIP, compare with fig. 38). In
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general, the numbers in each category were comparable to the expected

numbers (see fig. 38, values of "model"). Exceptions were:

• A lower than expected number of plants from crosses BA1 and BA3 showed

strong RIP expression, whereas the number of non-expressers was

increased (discussed above).

• The expression patterns of the different transgenes in BA2 plants (B4xA9)

suggests an influence of chitinase expression on the level of RIP expression

(compare the tables of BA2 and "model" in fig. 38). Plants that did not

express chitinase but did express RIP were always scored as strong

expressers (and could therefore not be associated with a putative

homozygous state), whereas chitinase expressing plants (irrespective of the

level) were most often classified to express RIP at a medium level (i.e. not

strong). The number of RIP non-expressing plants seemed normal. The

deviation from the expected numbers was too large to be explained by

statistical variation but could be explained as follows: Line A9 was

transformed with construct A which contains the selectable marker gene bar

driven by the CaMV promoter and RTBV leader/intron, as did the RIP gene

in line B4 transformed with construct B. The actual distribution can be

explained, if the presence of (probably many, table 7) additional CaMV

promoter copies (that should co-segregate with chitinase expression) has a

negative effect on the expression level of RIP. The RIP expression of plants

that do not express chitinase would appear as "strong" compared to plants

expressing also chitinase. That this interaction was apparent with plants

from cross BA2 but not from BA4 (derived from line B12 instead of B4) could

indicate that this trans-inactivation depends on properties of line B4.

Expression reducing interactions between genes with homologous

sequences have been described as "gene silencing" and have been

reported in a variety of organisms (Vaucheret et al., 1998).

With these crossed lines, material is now available to test the anti-fungal effects

of gene combinations. A preliminary test with the individual F2 plants failed due

to the too high room temperature (>26°C) during the test in summer 1999.

Additionally, for a reliable assay, the number of replicates should be high (in any

case higher than one) and the zygousity state of the plants known. Seeds from

the characterized F2 plants have been collected and are now available for such

infection assays.
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4 DISCUSSION

This work has been initiated as part of the current biotechnology priority

program of the Swiss National Science Foundation. The aim of this program

was to support Swiss breeding efforts towards cropping systems with a reduced

requirement for pesticides. An initial study (Fried et al., 1993) established for

which crop-pathogen systems an improved resistance would have the highest

impact on pesticide usage. These are (with declining importance) wheat, grapes

and apple and the fungal pathogens of these crops. For wheat, the four major

fungal pathogens are leaf rust (Puccinia recondita), septoria glume blotch

(Septoria nodorum), eyespot (Pseudocercosporella herpotrichoides) and

powdery mildew (Erysiphe graminis). Aim of this work and work of others within

the program is the generation of genetically engineered wheat with enhanced

durable and non-race specific resistance against fungal pathogens. One way to

attain this goal may be the constitutive over-expression of anti-fungal proteins,

which is the strategy that was chosen here. Three of the genes used for

transformation have been isolated from barley (Hordeum vulgare) where they
are expressed in the seeds (Leah et al., 1991). These proteins are already
included in traditional human nutrition and should therefore not cause novel

problems of human or animal toxicity. The three proteins are a ß-1,3-glucanase,

a chitinase and a ribosome-inactivating protein (RIP). These proteins were

found to have anti-fungal properties in vitro, especially in combinations including
two or three of the proteins (Leah et al., 1991). The same proteins have also

been tested for their anti-fungal potential in transgenic tobacco (Jach et al.,

1995). Each of the proteins was shown to have anti-fungal properties towards

Rhizoctonia solani when expressed alone, and the activity was higher in lines

with higher protein expression levels. Combinations of chitinase and glucanase,
or chitinase and RIP showed synergistic effects, in accordance with the results

found in the in vitro assays. An increasing number of reports including other

chitinases, glucanases and RIPs in tobacco, but also in other plants like rice,

support the view that these types of proteins clearly have the potential in

transgenic plants to increase the fungal resistance (e.g. Lin et al., 1995; Wang
et ai., 1998; Zhu et al., 1994) .

In a previous work (Bliffeld et al., 1999; Bliffeld-Rossi, 1998), which has also

been initiated within the same biotechnology priority program, it has been tried

to transfer the three barley seed proteins to the non-commercial model wheat

variety Bobwhite, which was then one of the few cultivars known to be
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amenable to transformation. Plant lines expressing additional chitinase were

identified, and these plants also showed increased resistance towards powdery
mildew infection. No plants expressing additional glucanase or RIP could be

regenerated.

In the present project, the same genes have been transformed into a

commercial Swiss wheat cultivar (var. Frisai), which has been shown to be

amenable to genetic engineering as well (M. Clausen and C. Sautter, personal

communication) in preliminary experiments with a reporter gene. The genes for

chitinase and glucanase have been transformed using a vector very similar to

the one used previously (Bliffeld et al., 1999). The barley RIP however has been

altered by the addition of a signal peptide, which directs the expressed protein

to the apoplast. For reasons explaned below it was assumed that the apoplastic

RIP would be easier to express and may lead to even enhanced resistance:

First, barley seed RIP is expressed naturally as a cytoplasmatic protein, and

should therefore be in contact with the plant ribosomes. It is not known to what

extend wheat ribosomes are a substrate for barley seed RIP. Leah et al. (1991)

suggested a mild toxicity towards barley endosperm cells and Massiah and

Hartley (1995) showed activity of the wheat homologue tritin on wheat

endosperm ribosomes. The experiences of Bliffeld et al. (1999) and of others,

that were unable to express the same protein in rice (H. Dong, M. Schrott and J.

Fütterer, unpublished results), suggest that cytoplasmatic RIP may be toxic

enough for expressing cells to exclude the regeneration of expressing wheat

and rice plants. The compartmentalization to the apoplast should have allowed

to separate the RIP from its putative plant substrate.

Second, RIP expressed as apoplastic protein has shown to be a slightly more

effective anti-fungal compound than when expressed as cytoplasmatic protein

(Jach et al., 1995). Additionally it seems a logic assumption that the

combination of all three anti-fungal proteins in the apoplast, the cell

compartment that is in closest contact to the fungi, should have the highest

effect. Barley seed glucanase and chitinase are naturally targeted to the

apoplast by their own signal peptides.

In the present project, plants expressing chitinase, or chitinase and glucanase,
as well as plants expressing RIP, were produced, identified and characterized,

as discussed later. Additional plants have been generated that express

barnase, a cytotoxic bacterial RNase, in the apoplast (also discussed below).
Possibilities arising with the generation of barnase expressing plants are: 1) The

comparison of RIP expressing plants, that possibly also express additional

glucanase and chitinase (gene combination by crossing), with barnase

expressing plants (possibly with glucanase and chitinase activity as well). This
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comparison should have allowed to decide if the anti-fungal potential of RIP is

based on its toxicity alone and could therefore be mimicked by barnase, or if

this protein does have other functions as well, e.g. the facility to penetrate

fungal cell membranes, or more specific functions, such as those demonstrated

for pokeweed anti-viral protein (a RIP) mediated virus resistance (Turner et al.,

1997; Turner et al., 1998). 2) Barnase is not a common protein in plant defense,

as RIPs are supposed to be. A plant defense strategy involving barnase could

turn out to last longer, i.e. to be more difficult for the fungus to overcome.

In this report fungal resistance has always, and only, been assessed against

powdery mildew. Powdery mildew is one of the major pathogens, but by far not

the most important at the moment (G. Défago, personal communication).

Nevertheless it was chosen, because the plant-fungus interactions are very well

characterized and because it is the only major fungal pathogen for which

resistance can be tested in vitro (in a detached leaf assay). It was therefore

possible to assess the resistance of individuals or of small numbers of plants.

4.1 Plants expressing barley seed chitinase and ß-1,3-glucanase

The transformation of construct A (fig. 22) containing the coding sequences of

the barley seed ß-1,3-glucanase and chitinase under the control of the rice actin

1 promoter and the maize ubiquitin 1 promoter, respectively, allowed the

regeneration of nine wheat lines containing the selectable marker gene bar.

Seven of them had also integrated intact copies of both transgenes (table 7,

fig. 23). Western blot analysis revealed that five of these lines expressed

glucanase and chitinase (lines A1, A3, A5, A7 and A13), while one additional

line expressed only chitinase (line A9). The transgene expression was detected

in total soluble protein extracts and in intercellular wash fluid (IWF), indicating
that the native signal peptides for ER-targeting were also effective in transgenic
wheat (fig. 24). The high co-expression of the anti-fungal protein (five

expressing lines out of nine transgenic lines, or five out of seven lines with intact

genes) is likely to be the result of 1) the combination of all the genes, including
the selectable marker, on one plasmid, 2) the linear nature of the transformed

DNA, rather than circular and supercoiled DNA depending on random

linearization prior to integration, and possibly 3) to MAR sequences flanking the

non-selectable transgenes, since flanking MAR sequences have been reported

to increase the expression and the expression stability of transgenes (Uelker et

al., 1999, Vain et al., 1999).
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It is unclear, why Bliffeld et al. (1999) could not detect the expression of both,

glucanase and chitinase, in plants that have been transformed with a construct,

which was almost identical, except for the selectable marker gene that was

introduced by co-bombardment of a second construct. The difference is

possibly related to the higher number of regenerated transgenic lines, or to the

difference in the genotype of the wheat used for transformation (Frisai vs.

Bobwhite).

In vitro fungal infection assays of detached leaves with powdery mildew spores

were used to compare the transgenic lines (six lines) with wild type plants (var.

Frisai) for their susceptibility to the fungus. The evaluation of the infection

assays was difficult, because the assay is not very suitable to determine

quantitative effects, but rather qualitative resistance as mediated by major

resistance genes. Evaluation of the same plant in different experiments could

yield results differing up to a factor of 3-fold, and different plants with the same

genotype (wild type or transgenic plants homozygous for the transgenes) could

lead to results varying up to 10-fold. For three lines (A1, A5 and A9) an average

reduction in the number of growing fungal colonies of 10% to 25% was found.

Although statistically not significant, the results obtained may be meaningful for

the three lines, because they had an average increased resistance in most of

the performed experiments. An overall reduction of infection averaging up to

25% seems low, but individual experiments could show a decrease of up to

60% of the infection rate for some transgenic lines in some experiments

(fig. 26).

However, the other three lines with comparable chitinase and glucanase

expression levels showed only rarely or never increased resistance in the fungal

infection assay. Sometimes an increased susceptibility was observed. The

increased susceptibility of some lines and the very variable results of the other

lines could have the same origins. One possible explanation is that

transformation of the plants with chitinase and glucanase led to the change in

cellular factors possibly important for plant defense. The change could be due

to the influence of the newly introduced chitinase and/or glucanase (which both

share similarities to the proteins involved in the general defense response) on

endogenous PR-proteins. The result observed in an infection assay would

therefore reflect the sum of the beneficial effect of the barley genes and the

(possibly negative) effect on the wheat defense system against powdery
mildew. If the effect on the endogenous genes would be variable in different

transgenic lines, this could explain why lines do react differently although no

obvious major difference can be detected in transgene expression. In this

respect it is interesting to note that plants from line A13, where a population
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segregating for the transgene was used instead of homozygous progeny,

showed an especially wide distribution of results in the fungal infection assays.

If the hypothesis stated above is applied to this line, this could mean that

endogenous genes could already be influenced by one copy of the transgene

(chitinase and/or glucanase), whereas the positive effect (reducing the fungal
infection frequency) is reduced compared to the homozygous plants. This

notion is supported by fungal infection experiments involving line A5 (consistent
infection reduction as homozygous plant) back-crossed into wild type, where

plants (all heterozygous) had an increased infection frequency. In transgenic

potato, an overexpressed chitinase (Gatehouse et al., 1997) increased the

feeding rate of the tomato moth (Lacanobia oleracea), supporting the idea that

the transgenic chitinase/glucanase is likely to interfere with pathogen defense in

this system as well.

Synergistic anti-fungal effects of glucanase and chitinase, as shown for the

barley seed proteins in vitro (Leah et al., 1991) and in transgenic tobacco (Jach
et al., 1995), and also with different genes in transgenic tobacco (Zhu et al.,

1994), were not present or not apparent in the wheat plants. The wheat line

expressing only chitinase (line A9) had fungal infection results comparable to

results of a plant line expressing chitinase and glucanase (A5). This

comparison, however, can not be significant as merely one line expressing only
chitinase was available.

In a transient expression system, Schweizer et al. (1999) could investigate the

anti-fungal potential of individual PR-proteins on powdery mildew development.

They showed that the expression of additional barley seed chitinase reduced

fungal infection by approximately 25%, while wheat endo-ß-1,3-glucanase had

no positive effect. The co-expression of chitinase and glucanase did not further

reduce fungal infection (P. Schweizer, personal communication). Using the

same fungal infection assay and the same gene for chitinase, Bliffeld et al.

(1999) could show a reduction of fungal infection in two transgenic wheat lines

expressing additional chitinase by approximately 60% and 90%, respectively.

Higher fungal resistance seemed to correlate with higher levels of transgene

expression.

4.2 Plants expressing barley seed ribosome inactivating protein

Wheat has been transformed with a gene for a barley seed RIP30 under the

control of an enhanced CaMV 35S promoter. A leader peptide to direct the

produced RIP to the ER and subsequently to the apoplastic space (by the
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default pathway) was included in the expression construct. The signal peptide

sequence has been derived from the sequence of barley seed ß-1,3-glucanase

(fig. 27). With a targeted barley seed RIP, we were able to regenerate eleven

independent transgene-expressing, normal and fully fertile wheat plants

(table 8). This RIP30 was shown to be effectively located to the extracellular

space, since the concentration of RIP in the IWF was about 50-fold higher than

in total soluble protein extracts from the same plant (fig. 29). RIP30 produced in

wheat seems to be comparable with its natural counterpart in barley seed

extract, for its electrophoretic mobility (fig, 29c) and its specific activity, as

tested in a coupled transcription/translation assay (fig 30). The inhibition activity

of IWF from different lines correlated very well with the approximative amount of

RIP30 detected by western blotting (table 8). Transgenic wheat plants

expressing RIPs have been used to test defense properties attributed to this

group of proteins. The expression of functional barley RIP in wheat had at best

a small effect on the infection of detached leaves by E. graminis spores.

Although RIPs are not supposed to have anti-fungal activity alone, as shown in

vivo (Leah et al., 1991), they can increase fungal resistance in combination with

cell wall-degrading enzymes. In transgenic plants they can increase fungal
resistance (e.g. Jach et al., 1995), probably by a synergistic interaction with

other anti-fungal components present in the same cell compartment (in this

case the apoplastic space) that may facilitate the access to the fungal
ribosomes. Frisai, the wheat variety used for transformation, is known for its

higher than average susceptibility to powdery mildew infection. This could in

part be seen as the result of the lower abundance or the absence of some anti¬

fungal compounds. Hence the low anti-fungal activity of RIP found in this report

may be the consequence of the reduction or the absence of such synergistic
effects.

4.3 Combined expression of three barley seed anti-fungal proteins

Plant lines expressing glucanase/chitinase and plant lines expressing RIP have

been crossed to obtain plants that express all three barley seed proteins. The

three proteins are supposed to produce the highest synergistic effects, as

shown before (Jach et al., 1995; Leah et al., 1991). The two most promising
lines transformed with chitinase and glucanase (lines A5 and A9, both lines

reduced fungal infection by up to 50%) were each combined with two RIP

expressing lines (line B4 and B12, both with a simple integration pattern on

Southern blot). The resulting four different gene-combinations (chitinase or
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chitinase and glucanase combined with medium or strong RIP expression)
should be suitable to assess the contribution of glucanase on the one hand and

the influence of the RIP expression level on the other hand. Western blot

analysis of F1 progeny plants showed the expression of all three proteins in one

plant. Those F1 plants have been used in a fungal infection assay (fig. 37) and

were also compared to F1 plants derived from a back-cross of line A5 (one of

the parents) into wild type. Although only few plants were used in this assay,

some preliminary conclusions could be drawn: Compared to back-cross lines of

the parent (expressing chitinase/glucanase), plants expressing additional RIP

were clearly more resistant, indicating that indeed RIP had a strong activity, but

obviously only in combination with hydrolytic enzymes. No obvious difference in

fungal resistance was observed between plants that express RIP at different

levels in combination with chitinase, whereas in combination with glucanase
and chitinase higher RIP levels decreased the fungal resistance. The lower

level can therefore be assumed to be sufficient for maximal RIP activity,
whereas the higher level may in some cases have other effects, e.g. a latent

toxicity that would lead to an increased susceptibility of the plant.

A screen for double-homozygous progeny (T2) was performed by western blot

analysis and involved 60 plants per gene combination (a total of 240 plants).

Western blot analysis proved to be quite reliable to discriminate expressing

plants from non-expressing ones. Based on previous experience (Bliffeld et al.,

1999), where higher chitinase expression could be associated with

homozygousity, differences of transgene expression levels were used to identify

double-homozygous candidates. The large number of plants allowed to find

candidate plants with higher probability (as only one in 16 can be expected),

and it also allowed to assess more precisely the segregation ratio for the

transgenes. In general, the segregation of chitinase expression always matched

the expected 3 : 1 ratio very precisely, confirming the data obtained by

observing the segregation of the selectable marker gene bar in chlorophenol-
red assays. Glucanase expression always correlated with chitinase expression
in descendents of line A5, and strong glucanase expression nearly always
correlated with strong chitinase expression. In descendents of line A9, no

glucanase expression was detected, as expected. These results represent the

expression in the fifth generation (the regenerated plants being the first),

indicating that the introduced trait is a single locus and very stable in these plant
lines. Others have reported the rapid and consistent silencing of a chitinase

transgene introduced in wheat (Chen et al., 1998). But as Bliffeld et al. (1999),
this report has shown that chitinase expression is possible and stable over

many generations (one plant line described in Bliffeld et al., 1999, over six
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generations so far) Instability of chitinase expression in that report must be

related to other factors.

The segregation of RIP expression was also close to the expected 3 : 1 ratio

although not as precisely as for chitinase. Especially in combination with

glucanase/chitinase derived from line A5, the number of F2 plants without

detectable RIP protein was higher than expected, indicating a possible

interaction of the different transgenes. A strong indication for another interaction

was demonstrated in descendents of the cross A9 x B4. This interaction was

not visible if plants were divided into expressing/non-expressing for each of the

three proteins It became however obvious, if expressing plants were further

subdivided according to expression levels, as performed to identify double-

homozygous candidate plants (fig. 38). In the progeny of this cross, the ratio of

expressing/non-expressing for both chitinase and RIP was close to 3 : 1, but the

actual numbers drastically differed from the expected numbers for the different

combinations of gene expression when differences in expression level were

considered (nine different combinations of non-, medium and strong expression

of chitinase with non-, medium and strong expression of RIP): Plants that did

not express chitinase (and glucanase and therefore should not contain the

integrated construct A) were always rated as strong RIP expressers (relative to

the other plants), whereas plants expressing chitinase (irrespective of the level)
were nearly always rated as medium RIP expressers. As the number of plants
involved was quite high (42), these results were most probably not the result of

statistical fluctuations but rather of some kind of interaction. This interaction

could be similar to the phenomenon described as co-suppression (e.g.
discussed in Vaucheret et al., 1998), which is the down-regulation or

suppression of expression of one gene (transgene or endogenous gene) by
another gene (the silencer locus, usually an aberrant transgene that is not

expressed) in trans. Co-suppression is very specific and requires some

sequence homology between the silencer locus and its target gene. The

initiation of silencing has in some cases been associated with high levels of

transgene transcripts, possibly also with elevated aberrant transcript levels,

above a certain threshold (threshold hypothesis).
Indeed this could be the case in the present cross. One parent (B4) contained

the RIP gene driven by the CaMV 35S promoter / RTBV intron and the other

parent (A9) the chitinase gene (ubiquitin promoter) and the glucanase gene

(actin promoter), which both should not cause any problems. But A9 also

contained the BAR coding sequence driven by the same CaMV promoter /

RTBV intron for selection against PPT. Line A9 had at least two intact copies
and four truncated copies of the 35S-BAR gene (table 7). The expression of the
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BAR gene was not monitored in the F2 plants, however line A9 was positive in

chlorophenol-red assays up to T2, the third generation. If the 35S promoter(s)
from line A9 would represent a silencer locus to some degree, the expression of

a further 35S promoter introduced into the same plant (from line B4 by crossing)
could be depressed, which could explain the observed distribution pattern.

Gene expression partially suppressed by a silencer locus is likely to evolve

towards stronger inhibition in later generations and should be monitored on the

basis of the RIP and BAR expression levels.

As all the possible combinations of genes and zygousity can be expected in a

F2 population, and the gene expression of these plants had to be determined

anyway to identify potential double-homozygous individuals, these plants would

have been ideal to correlate gene expression and fungal resistance in a fungal
infection assay. Unfortunately these assays were performed during summer.

Ambient temperatures were high and frequently surpassed 269C. The

successful infection by powdery mildew is dependent on temperatures below

26-C and natural light (precluding growth chambers, P. Schweizer, personal

communication), therefore, the results were absolutely inconsistent. The seeds

from these plants, however, will enable to test the transgenes in a larger and

better characterized population of plants.

4.4 Barnase expressing plants

Barnase expression was driven by the CaMV 35S promoter/RTBV intron

including a signal peptide for its direction to the apoplastic space. As for barley
seed RIP, barnase is intended to be expressed together with and in the same

compartment as barley seed chitinase and glucanase. Although barnase is a

very potent toxin (as shown also in wheat, de Block et al., 1997), the expression

strategy to reduce toxicity towards the plant by a signal peptide and intracellular

barstar expression, both tested in rice protoplasts (fig. 33), proved to be

sufficient. Ten independent wheat lines could be recovered that contain a

complete fragment of the barnase gene (table 9). Three of these lines were

shown to produce a signal on northern blot analysis, although in most cases the

signal did not correlate exclusively with a band of expected size. Most probably
due to denaturing conditions that were not strong enough, the observed signal

was partially or totally trapped in either some compound(s) with low

electrophoretic mobility or trapped in the very abundant ribosomal RNA. It is

interesting (and puzzling) that rRNA trapping was observed in most plants of

one transgenic line, but not in plants from the other two lines. Moreover, the
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way how the signal is trapped was inherited to progeny plants. No conclusive

reason for this difference was found. Since all three lines produced an

apoplastic activity that inhibited an in vitro transcription/translation assay, it can

be assumed that at least some of the trapped signal did represent functional

transcripts.

The barnase plants were the last ones to be recovered from the transformation

process, after the chitinase/glucanase (transformed first) and the RIP

expressing plants. Crosses with a chitinase/glucanase expressing line have

been made only recently, therefore no data on fungal resistance are available

yet. The inhibitory activity of extracts (IWF) from two of the barnase expressing

lines was absolutely comparable to the activity of extracts from the strongest

RIP expressers. If the synergistic anti-fungal activity of RIP is solely, or mostly,
based on its cytotoxicity, a similar effect could be expected for barnase.

4.5 Conclusions

It remains totally unclear why chitinase expression (alone or in combination with

glucanase) or RIP expression is sufficient to obtain substantial fungal resistance

in some systems, while in others, the effects are small or absent. It is very likely
that massive, time and tissue unspecific over-expression of one component of

the plant defense can perturb the finely tuned expression of other defense

mechanisms. The positive effects from the transgene may vary in different

plants and with different pathogens:

• Different fungi may be differently sensitive to the anti-fungal compound, e.g.

because their cell walls are poor substrates for the particular hydrolytic

enzymes, or because the substrate is not accessible. The degradation of

particular components of the fungal cell wall may affect different fungi to

different extent. Finally some enzymes may be inhibited by specific

compounds produced by some fungi, e.g. glucanase inhibitors (Ham et al.,

1997).

• The anti-fungal activity of RIPs is most probably dependent on the ability of

these proteins to reach the cytosol (ribosomes) of the invading fungus. RIPs

alone are therefore found to be inactive in vitro (Leah et al., 1991). In the

plant, the activity of RIPs can be assumed to be dependent on other plant
defense compounds that permeabilise the fungal cell wall and

plasmalemma, like chitinases, glucanases and osmotins (PR-5), Hence the

same RIP can be active in one plant (e.g. tobacco, Jach et al., 1995), but

weakly or not active in another plant (like wheat, this report).
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• Plant RIPs have been shown to be differently active on their own ribosomes

or on ribosomes of other plants (Massiah and Hartley, 1995), and they have

been shown to be very active on ribosomes of vertebrates (e.g. this report)

or fungi (Roberts and Selitrennikoff, 1986). Whether ribosomes of all fungi

are similarly sensitive to a specific RIP is not clear, as an obvious counter-

defensive mechanism of a fungus could be the development of insensitivity

of its ribosomes towards RIPs of its host(s).

• Glucanases and chitinases do produce cell wall fragments capable of

inducing the plant defense mechanisms. Different enzymes are known to

have different substrate specificities and to liberate different substrate

fragments (e.g. Schultze et al., 1998). Since different fungi have different cell

wall compositions (Wessels and Sietsma, 1981), and as it is likely that

different plants need different elicitors to activate their defense mechanisms,

the choice of the hydrolytic enzyme might be crucial.

• The over-expression of one or several defense proteins do only form one

more building block in an existing network of other defense mechanisms and

responses. How well the new element will interact with the other

compounds, or if a novel compound destabilizes other mechanisms, is

decisive on the impact of any transgene. This interaction may therefore be

different in different varieties, and it is certainly different in different plants.

As plants and their pathogens have co-evolved for a long time, only very

specific genes are likely to be able to reduce the pathogenic potential of

otherwise harmful fungi without destabilizing the existing defense network. The

effect of the over-expression of individual anti-fungal proteins in transgenic

plants can not (yet) be predicted from experiments involving different plants

and/or different pathogens. The function, specificity and interconnection of

individual elements of plant defense are only poorly understood. Nothing is

known about the ability of the pathogens to adapt to increased resistance

mediated by individual over-expressed anti-fungal proteins in the long term

(years). At the moment, the expression in one crop plant (e.g. wheat) of

components with activity described in another system (e.g. model plants like

tobacco) or a similarity to such components, is the only way to proceed. Only

the accumulation of information on a range of components (e.g. also with the

same predicted activity) will allow to generate the data necessary to associate

changes in plant-fungus interactions with small or yet undetected differences in

biochemical properties (like substrate specificity) of the component.

The work presented above should therefore be seen as one step in this

direction. Three proteins with known anti-fungal properties have successfully

been expressed in wheat. Plant lines that stably express and inherit one or two
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of the additional traits in a mendelian way were identified. They have been used

to generate plants expressing all three proteins that now are available for further

investigations in extended fungal resistance assays.

4.6 Prospects

Some of the results presented above are still preliminary. A number of

experiments will have to be performed with the generated plant material in the

near future. The points that appear most important are:

• Differences of fungal resistance in plants expressing chitinase/glucanase

hemizygous or homozygous for the transgenes have to be clarified.

Populations (F1 seeds from lines A5, A9 and A13 crossed with wild type)
known to segregate for the transgene have already been produced and

await fungal infection assays and molecular characterization. The molecular

characterization should be extended to infected leaves as well as to different

proteins, e.g. other PR-proteins, based on Northern and Western blot

analysis. This may eventually lead to the characterization of molecular

differencesn relevant in fungal resistance.

• Plants homozygous for both chitinase/glucanase and RIP have to be

identified. Candidate plants have been found based on western blot analysis

of F2 plants, but will have to be confirmed with the analysis of their progeny.

These plants can then be used to compare the fungal infection rate of plant

lines with either chitinase/glucanase, RIP or all three genes. This will allow

to assess the full potential of the strategy chosen.

• As done with plant lines expressing RIP, lines expressing barnase have

been crossed with chitinase/glucanase expressing plants. The resulting

plants will be selfed and screened for potential double-homozygous

progeny. After confirmation of the zygousity in F3 plants, fungal infection

assay will be performed to assess the effectiveness of the strategy.

• The combined anti-fungal proteins should have an activity against a broad

range of fungi. Fungi other than powdery mildew should therefore also be

tested, with priority on one or several of the other three major wheat

pathogens, but also on beneficial fungi, like those involved in mycorrhizal

symbiosis (Vierheilig et al., 1993).

• The resistance of the transgenic lines towards viruses and insects should be

assessed. Indeed, chitinase expression has been shown to influence insect

feeding (Gatehouse et al., 1997; Ding et al., 1998), glucanase changed the
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virus susceptibility (Beffa et al., 1996) and RIP expression has led to

increased virus resistance (e.g. Turner et al., 1997).

• Should the results show a significant activity of the transgenes against one

or several of the tested pathogens, a collaboration with public or private

breeding institutions would have to be established to assess the potential,

value and durability of the engineered traits in the field. However, public

authorities and public opinion seem very reluctant towards this kind of

experimentation in Switzerland at the moment. Therefore, they may have to

be postponed for at least some years, or they may be performed abroad.
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5 MATERIALS AND METHODS

5.1 Oc cell protoplast preparation and transfection

Protoplasts from Oryza sativa (line Oc) were isolated from cell suspension

culture and transfected as described previously (Chen et al., 1994) with

modifications: Suspension cells were cultured in MS salts and vitamins

(Murashige and Skoog, 1962; provided by Duchefa, Harlem, The Netherlands)

plus 2mg/l 2,4-dichlorophenoxyacetic acid (2,4-D), 6% sucrose and 2.5mM 2-

morpholinoethanesulfonic acid (MES). Digestion was performed in 3% cellulase

Onozuka R-10, 1% macerozyme R-10 (both Yakult Pharmaceutical Ind. Co.,

Ltd., Tokyo, Japan), 8% mannitol and 1mM CaC^for 16h with gentle shaking at

309C. The protoplasts were transformed by the PEG method with 10ug plasmid

DNA, cultured in K3 medium (K3 macro elements, B5 micro elements, 0.4 M

sucrose, 0.25 g/l D(+)-Xylose, 100mg/l inositol, 1mg/l pyridoxine, 10 mg/l

thiamine, 1 mg/l nicotinic acid, 0.1 mg/l 2,4-D, 1 mg/l 1-naphtylacetic acid (a),

0.2 mg/l N6-benzyladenine, pH 5.6), supplemented or not with 20ug/ml

tunicamycin, and harvested 16h later. The Protoplasts were analyzed for activity
of ß-glucuronidase (with 4-methylumbelliferyl-ß-D-glucuronide, MUG; Duchefa,

Haarlem, NL; Jefferson, 1987) and luciferase (firefly luciferase and/or renilla

luciferase) according to the providers instructions (Promega Corporation,

Madison, Wl 53711 -5399, USA).

5.2 Rice Oc suspension cell transformation by particle bombardment

Oryza sativa line Oc suspension cells were transformed by particle

bombardment essentially as described (Burkhardt et al., 1997). Suspension
cells were plated on solid MS medium supplemented with 2mg/l 2,4-D and 12%

sucrose 1h prior to bombardment. Per shot 0.5mg gold particles were coated

with 100ng (reporter genes) and 50ng or 10ng (selection gene) linearised DNA.

Cells were harvested 16h post bombardment either for analysis of transient

reporter gene expression [histological GUS assay with X-gluc (Jefferson 1987)
or quantitative luciferase and glucuronidase activity assay] or streaked on solid

MS medium supplemented with 2mg/l 2,4-D, 6% sucrose, 2.5mM MES, 0.5%

agarose and 50mg/l hygromycin B. After 3 weeks of selection, culture plates
were further processed in either one of the following ways: 1) Flooding with

histological GUS solution for screening of expressing colonies to evaluate the
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transformation efficiency 2) Collection of material and determination of cell

volume and of expression of reporter genes 3) Sampling (up to 30 per

construct) and further culture in liquid medium containing 50mg/l hygromycin B

for 4 weeks. The activities of glucuronidase and firefly luciferase were scored.

5.3 Rice TP309 suspension cell transformation by particle bombardment

Oryza sativa line TP309 suspension cells were transformed by particle

bombardment essentially as described (Burkhardt et al., 1997). Particles were

prepared as described above. 24h post-bombardment the suspension cells

were directly transferred to MS1 containing 30mg/l hygromycin B. Resistant calli

were maintained on solid selective MS1 medium for up to 6 month.

Glucuronidase and luciferase of the individual lines were measured six and

seven weeks post-bombardment and again six months post-bombardment.

5.4 Methylation-inhibition with 5aza-cytidine

Six months post-bombardment each of the resistant TP309 lines was split into

two and cultured for one week on MS1 medium or on MS1 medium containing

30uM 5aza-cytidine. Extracts from each lines were prepared from both cultures

and the activity of GUS and LUC was measured and compared.

5.5 Southern blot analysis

DNA was extracted with Nucléon Phytopure Plant DNA extraction kit

(Amersham Life Science, England). Southern blot analysis of resistant lines was

performed according to Boehringer Mannheim (The DIG System User's Guide

for Filter Hybridization, 1995). DNA was blotted on positively charged nylon

membrane, crosslinked by UV-irradiation (UV Stratalinker® 1800, Stratagene).

The probe was synthesized with the PCR DIG Probe Synthesis Kit, washed up

to a stringency of 0.1 x SSC at 68°C (20x SSC: 3M NaCI, 0.3M Na-citrate,

pH7.0) and detected with Anti digoxigenin-AP Fab-fragment and CDP-Sfar

(all Boehringer Mannheim). Rice: DNA (5pg) was cut with Hindlll (single cut 5'

of GUS start codon) and hybridized with a probe for the GUS coding region,

stripped [stripping a membrane: a) rinse in water, b) wash twice 20' in 0.2M

NaOH, 0,1% SDS, at 37°C] and subsequently reprobed for hpt and LUC.

Wheat: 15ug DNA; construct A: cut with EcoRI, probed for chitinase, stripped
and reprobed for BAR, stripped and reprobed for ß-1,3-glucanase; construct B:

cut with EcoRI, probed for BAR; and cut with BamHl, probed for RIP;
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construct C: cut with BamHl, probed for barnase, stripped and reprobed for

barstar. Location of the probes are indicated on the respective maps of the

Plasmids. The primer sequences to produce the DIG-labeled probes were:

BAR probe: 1: 5' GTCTGCACCATCGTCAACC 3'

2: 5' GTCCAGCTGCCAGAAAC 3'

RIP probe: 1: 5' GCCACCTTCATCGGCCGGC 3'

2: 5' GGGCGGTCACCGCGTCC 3'

Chi probe 1: 5' CGGCGCCTGCCAGGCC 3'

2: 5' GCGGCTGCGCCGTCATCC 3'

Glu prob 1: 5' CTCGACATCGGCAACGACC 3'

2: 5' CCCGTTGTTCTGGTCACGC 3'

GUS probe 1: 5' TAACCTTCACCCGGTTGCCAGAGG 3'

2: 5' CTTTAACTATGCCGGAATCCATCG 3'

ppLUC probel: 5' AGGCTCCTCAGAAACAGCTC 3'

2

hpt probe 1

2

barnase probe 1

2

barstar probe 1

2

5' GTCACATCTCATCTACCTCC 3'

5' GCTGGGGCGTCGGTTTCCACTATCGG 3'

5' CGCATAACAGCGCTCATTGACTGGAGC 3'

5' CGGGGTTGCGGATTATCTTC 3'

5' GAGTTCGCTGACCGACTAAA 3'

5' GCAGTCATTAACGGGGAACAAAATC 3'

5' AGTATGATGGTGATGTCGCAGCC 3'

5.6 Northern blot analysis

Plant leaf material was collected and immediately frozen in liquid nitrogen,

ground with mortar and pestle (under liquid nitrogen) and total RNA was

extracted using the RNeasy Plant Mini Kit (Quiagen, Germany). RNA analysis

by Northern blotting was performed as described (Fütterer et al., 1995): The gel
used for electrophoresis contained 1% agarose, 1x MAE and 2% formaldehyde

(10x MAE: 0.2M 3-Morpholinopropanesulfonic acid, 50mM Na-Acetat, 10mM

EDTA), the gel was blotted on Hybond-N membrane (Amersham Life Science,

England) and UV-crosslinked. RNA was visualized on the membrane by 1)

washing in 1%SDS for 30 min, 2) washing 3 times in water, 3) staining 10 min in

0.5M Na-acetate (pH5.4) containing 0.04% bromophenol blue, 4) destaining in

water (several times) until ribosomal RNA is distinguishable, 5) washing in

2xSSC, 0.1% SDS to remove bromophenol blue before proceeding with

prehybridisation. Hybridisation and detection was performed as for Southern

blot analysis, except for the stringency of the last washing solution of 0.2x SSC

at 68°C.
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5.7 Western blot analysis

Protein extracts were resolved by 12% SDS-Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis

(Mini-PROTEAN II Cell, BIO-RAD, Hercules, California 94547, USA) and

transferred to cellulose nitrate membrane (Optitran BA-S 83, Schleicher &

Schuell, 37582 Dassel, Germany) according to Fütterer et al. (1995). Detection

of the protein was performed by chemiluminescence using polyclonal rabbit

antibodies (kindly provided by J. Mundy) and the ECL Western blotting analysis

system (Amersham Pharmacia Biotech, UK). Intercellular wash fluid was

extracted from leaf as described (Parent and Asselin, 1984), the same buffer

was used for total soluble leaf protein (frozen tissue was ground in the presence

of buffer and centrifuged in a table-top microfuge to remove cell debris) or total

soluble barley seed protein (total seeds were ground and incubated in buffer for

30 min on ice, the cleared supernatant was used after centrifugation). Protein

amounts loaded were approximately 40pg for total soluble leaf extract and 6ug

for IWF.

5.8 PAT assay

The enzyme assay for phosphinotricin acetyltransferase was performed as

described (Fütterer et al., 1995). For lines producing several shoots, leaf

material of up to 5 shoots was collected and mixed for the assay. When

possible, positive results from the mix were confirmed by PAT assays with

individual shoots.

5.9 Chlorophenol-red assay

To test PPT tolerance of seed derived progeny, plantlets were grown axenically
and shoot pieces (1 mm long) were layed on modified chlorophenol-red (CR)

assay medium (hormone free SMS, see chapter 5.14, containing 0, 1, 10 and

100 mg/l PPT, 260 mg/l CR, pH 6.0) and incubated 48 h at 255C under light

(Bliffeld et al., 1999; Kramer et al., 1993).

5.10 Fungal infection with E.graminis

Infection of detached leaf pieces was performed as described previously

(Bliffeld et al., 1999). The plant material used was cut from the end (omitting the

tip) of the last or second last leaf of plants stage 9 or 10 (in "boot") according to
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Feekes scale (Large, 1954). The powdery mildew was a local field isolate that

was maintained on the wheat cultivar Fidel.

5.11 Ribosome inactivating activity of IWF

The transcription/translation inhibition activity of IWF from transgenic and wild

type plants was assessed in a rabbit reticulocyte lysate (TNT T7 Quick Coupled

Transcription/Translation System, Promega Corporation, Madison, Wl, USA).
The luciferase activity generated by the control plasmid T7-luciferase

(Promega) was measured at intervals of 5 minutes, or after 35 minutes, at 30aC,

in reaction volumes of 25ul containing 0.1 ug control DNA and 1ul of IWF diluted

in IWF buffer to reach a final IWF protein concentration of 0.3, 1, 3, 10 and

30ug/ml reaction mix. IWF protein was added after 22 minutes of incubation.

5.12 Microinjection

Microinjection was performed on an inverted microscope (Zeiss ICM405,

Germany) placed in a laminar flow bench at a magnification of up to 400 fold

under bright field illumination. Micro-manipulations were performed with a motor

driven micro-manipulator (Bachofer, Germany) mounted at the side of the

microscope stage. Infection needles were prepared from borosilicate glass

capillaries with inner filament (Hilgenberg, Germany) using a vertical puller

(Bachofer, Germany). Injection pressure was provided by an air compressor

and regulated by an Eppendorf micro-injector 5242. Fluorescence illumination

was applied upon injection of Fluoresceinisothiocyanate-dextran solution

(Sigma, St. Luis, USA) to monitor the success of the injection. To test the

viability of epidermal tissue, samples were floated on medium containing
Fluoresceine-diacetate (Sigma, St. Luis, USA). Microinjection is described in

more details elsewhere (Schnorf, 1994).

5.13 Plasmid construction

UUU (= UbiGUS-35S): The ubiquitin-promoter-GUS cassette was produced by

combining a fragment of the maize ubiquitin 1 gene covering the region from

-747 to +1093 [derived from plasmid pUbiCAT (Christensen et al., 1992) after

subcloning; numbering with respect to the transcription start] and flanked by

engineered Spel (-747) and A/col plus Xbal sites (+1093) with a GUS ORF

introduced by subcloning a Ncol-Xbal fragment (derived from pRintG, Klöti et

al., 1999). The CaMV terminator was derived from plasmid pDH51 (Pietrzak et
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al., 1986) and integrated as Xbal-Xbal fragment. Nucleotide sequence around

the splice acceptor site: (+1067) ccctqttqtttqqtqttacttctqcaqAA.GCT.TCC[ÄTGl 3'

(exon sequence in upper case letters, introduced mutations in bold, start codon

boxed, restriction site for Hind\\\ underlined).

UUUHifi is identical to "UUU" except for the Hindlll site near the splice acceptor

site that was filled in. URUHifi and CRUHifi had the same splice acceptor site:

(+1067) ccctqttqtttqqtqttacttctqcaqAAG.CTA.GCTTCCJÄTg (Nhe\ underlined)

CRR contained a CaMV 35S promoter, a RTBV leader/intron fusion and a

CaMV 35S terminator as described (Fütterer et al., 1994). The RTBV sequence

used was a Bgl\\/Nde\ fusion of a splice donor part (7407 to BgUl I 7870;

numbering of RTBV sequences according to Hay et al., 1991) and a splice

acceptor part (A/del / 4850 to HindlW I 5984). The splice donor was located in

sORF1 of the RTBV leader sequence. Restriction sites BamHl and Spel were

engineered around sORF1 (see below). The GUS coding sequence including its

initiation codon was fused 3' of the splice acceptor site to be in frame with

sORF1 on the spliced mRNA. The plasmid backbone is derived from pUC19.

The nucleotide sequence of "CRR" around splice donor and splice acceptor was

as follows: Splice donor

(7483) GCAAGGGGATCCATGJGCT.CAG.qtcaqtqactaqtcqt (7520);

splice acceptor (5963) ccactatacaq.GGA.CAA.GCT.TCC|ÀTG] 3' (BamHl, Spel

and Hindlll underlined).

sp-CRR was generated by replacement of the ßamHI / Spel fragment

containing the sORF1 with a PCR amplified BamHl / Spel fragment containing
the barley seed ß-1,3-glucanase signal peptide (Leah et al., 1991) with primers

#5 (5' GGGATCCACAATGGCTAGAAAAGATGTTGCC 3') and #6 (5'

GGGACTAGTCACTGACCTGTACGCCGATGGACTGC 3'). The deduced

amino-acid sequence of "CRR" and "spCRR" is shown in figure 6.

CRRs and sp-CRRs were Spel / Spel (7515 / 5581) deletions of "CRR" and

"sp-CRR", respectively, resulting in a shorter intron (short 400bp; long 1500bp).

Plasmids for promoter-intron interaction: Each of the reference constructs

was divided into 3 parts [GUS-terminator-backbone-promoter / SD / intron +SA]

by DNA restriction: UUU [+1094 (Hindlll) - (+)43 (BgM) / 44 - 216 (Nhel) I 217

- 1093] (numbering relative to the transcription start, fragment size: -7000 /173

/ 876) and CRR [ 5980 (Hindlll) - 7495 (ßamHI) / 7496 - 7515 (Spel) / 7516 -

5980] (numbering of RTBV sequence according to Hay et al., 1991), fragment
size: -5500 / 19 / 1484). These fragments were combined as described in

figure 4.

ActLUC-35S was produced by combining a fragment of the rice actin 1 gene

(derived from plasmid pActIF after subcloning; McElroy et al., 1990) covering
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the region from -830 to +529 flanked by Spel and A/col + Xbal with an Ncol -

Xbal fragment covering the LUC ORF (derived from plasmid pGL3, Promega).

The CaMV terminator was inserted as described for "UbiGUS-35S".

ActGUS-35S was produced by exchanging the LUC ORF fragment by the GUS

ORF fragment as described in "UbiGUS-35S".

Plasmids to test novel terminators: Geminivirus transcription termination

fragments were generated by PCR. They covered positions 1178 - 1375 for

ACMV DNA A (Gene bank accession no. X17095), 1015 - 1212 for MSV

(X01633) or 1092 - 1359 for WDV (X82104). All terminator fragments were

flanked by Nhel and Xbal sites by primer design. Due to the complementarity of

Spel, Xbal and Nhel the different reporter (UbiGUS, ActGUS / ActLUC) and

terminator (CaMV 35S, ACMV, MSV, WDV) cassettes could be combined in

simple cloning steps to yield the plasmids shown in figures 10 and 11.

35S-hpt Plasmid containing the hpt ORF driven by the CaMV 35S promoter

(1kb) with a CaMV terminator (pCIB900; Wünn et al., 1996). This expression

unit can be excised with Kpnl.

construct A: The expression unit of MAGUCM [Bliffeld et al. (1999): actinl

promoter, barley seed ß-1,3-glucanase (Leah et al., 1991), CaMV terminator;

and ubiquitin 1 promoter, barley seed chitinase (Leah et al., 1991), CaMV

terminator] was introduced into a pUC19 derived plasmid containing two

different matrix associated regions [MARs: from tobacco (Breyne et al., 1992)

and petunia (Dietz et al., 1994)] flanked by two I-Sce1 sites. A CaMV 35S

promoter - RTBV intron - BAR - CaMV terminator cassette was introduced for

selection against PPT (fig. 22).

construct B: The GUS coding sequence of "sp-CRR" was replaced by barley

seed ribosome-inactivating protein (RIP30; Leah et al., 1991) coding sequence

and introduced into a plasmid backbone as described above. An actin promoter

BAR cassette (pAB1: R. Bilang; Bliffeld et al., 1999) was introduced upstream of

the 35S promoter for selection against PPT (fig. 27).

construct C: The GUS coding sequence of "sp-CRRs" was replaced by

barnase coding sequence and in "CRRs" by barstar coding sequence (Hartley,

1988). Both expression cassettes were introduced into the backbone described

above, actin-BAR was included for selection against PPT (fig. 32). The 5'

borders of barnase and barstar are:

(RTBV 5963) ccactatacag.GGA.CAA.GCT.TCT.TCC.TCT.AGT for barnase and

(RTBV 5963) ccactatacaq.GGA.CAA.GCT.TCC^TGJGAA.AAA for barstar.
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5.14 Wheat transformation

Wheat transformation was performed as described previously (Bliffeld et al.,

1999) with minor modifications: Wheat (var. Frisai) immature embryo scutellum

derived callus (5 to 7 days after initiation, on solid SMS medium: MS salts and

vitamins, 2% maltose, 100mg/l caséine hydrolysate, 1.5mg/l 2,4-D, 0.6%

agarose) was used for particle mediated direct gene transfer (Finer et al., 1992).
Per 4 shots, 1.25mg gold particles (25ul, 50mg/ml, in water; Aldrich Chem. Co.,

P.O. Box 355, Milw., Wl 53201: Gold powder, spherical, 1.5-3.0um) were

coated with 0.4pg of excised DNA fragment (I-Sce1) using CaCI2 (25pl, 2.5M)

and spermidine (10ul, 100mM, Fluka). 2 - 4h before bombardment the calli

were transferred on solid SMS20 medium (SMS containing 20% maltose). 16h

after bombardment calli were transferred to solid SMS containing 5 mg/l PPT for

4 to 6 weeks, subcultured every 2 weeks. Developing calli were transferred to

regeneration medium (MS salts and vitamins, 20g/l maltose, 0.5 mg/l 1-

Naphtylacetic acid (a), 2 mg/l N6-Benzyladenine, 6 g/l agarose, 3 mg/l PPT) and

cultured for 4 to 6 weeks, subcultured every 2 weeks. Shoots (1.5-2 cm in

length) were transferred to plastic containers with half strength MS salts and

vitamins, 10 g/l maltose, 3 mg/l PPT and 2 g/l Gelrite. Plants with size above 5

cm, green leaves and developed root system were transferred to soil first in

small pots, later in larger ones.

5.15 Crossing of wheat lines

Anthers from the flowers of the female part of the cross were removed

approximately five to three days prior anthesis (cross section with scissors, the

three anthers per flower were removed with forceps). The emasculated flowers

were protected from unwanted pollination by paper envelopes. When the stigma
was fully developed, these flowers were pollinated with pollen from freshly

emerged anthers (in the morning, approximately 10h). Pollinated flowers are

further protected from unwanted pollination until seeds develop.

5.16 Sequencing

Sequencing was performed using dye terminator cycle sequencing on a 373

DNA Sequencer (Applied Biosystems, Perkin Elmer Corporation, Connecticut,

USA) with a 4,75% acrylamide gel on 36 slots simultaneously, according to the

providers instructions.
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